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AMES LABORATORY SDI SYSTEMS REFERENCE MANUAL 
C. R. Sage, R. R. Anderson and C. H. Cameron 
ABSTRACT 
A procedure to assist the machine operators, librarians and 
consultants involved in the operation and upkeep of the Ames Labo-
ratory "Selective Dis semination of Information" computer system is 
described. The machine operators must be familiar with the OPER-
ATING INSTRUCTIONS for each part of the system. The librarians 
must be familiar with USER OPTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS for each 
part of the system. The PROGRAM WRITE- UPS aid the consultant 
in the maintenance of the system. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Ames Laboratory "Selective Dissemination of Information" 
computer system was designed to supplement existing methods of its 
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users to make more information accessible than was previously avail-
able to them. This reference manual of the SDI system is designed to 
assist the librarian in setting up the runs according to the particular 
function desired by the user, and to guide the machine operator in the 
actual running of the system. 
The manual divides the three main sections of the system, the 
dissemination function, the updating function and the directory, into 
detailed explanations of the instructions for both the librarian and the 
machine operator. No knowledge cif the programming involved is 
necessary to effectively administer the duties outlined in the manual. 
To begin the operation of the SDI system, a dissemination run must be 
made. All dissemination runs are followed by an update run. These 
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two functions comprise the bulk of the productivity of the system with the 
directory section being run only periodically. 
The program write-ups are included to provide a more thorough 
description of the system. They are intended to serve mainly as a 
consulting aid when a change in the programming of the system becomes 
necessary. 
I. Dissemination Function 
A. User Options and Instructions 
This section of the Ames Laboratory SDI system requires very 
little intervention on the part of the user except to note the tapes to be 
used and the starting selection number for notifications. See Fig. l for 
the actual submittal sheet to be submitted to the University Computation 
Center. It is recommended that the starting selection number be a 
minimum of ten integers higher than the actual starting pre-punched 
selection number in the first notification form. There is an option 
available to vary the threshold level of the summation function; however, 
this option should not be used except for experimental purposes. 
In specifying the correct tapes to be mounted for this run be sure 
the explanation below applies to each tape. 
l. Tape 10, Document Input - The document input should be in the 
KWIC index format as follows: 
a. Each entry in the document record is identified by a four-
digit identification number. The same number is punched 
(columns 76-80) into all the cards making up the set for a given 
entry; the next higher number is assigned to the next entry. 
DOCUMENT 
TEXT 
ABSTRACT 
TITLE 
..... 4--- ••-·- D 
--
NOTIFICATIONS 
COMPUTER\ 
. _ _............_ 
..................... -
. ---
.--- ---
LISTING OF 
NOTIFICATIONS 
7 
® MATCHED WORD MASTER 0 
PROFILE 
MASTER 
UPDATED MATCHED 
WORD MASTER 
Fig. 1. Ames Laboratory SDI system dissemination function. 
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While these numbers may serve as accession numbers if so 
desired, they are intended primarily for housekeeping purposes. 
For example, they provide a quick means of reestablishing 
order if card mixups occur, and of checking the completeness 
of a collection of cards or tape file. 
b. Each card in a set is code -punched in column 7 5 to indicate 
the class of information it contains. 
(1) Author Card (Code 1). This carries author's surname, 
a space, then author's initials (in adjacent columns). 
Corporate names are treated as authors if no author is 
given. There may be multiple author entries and cards. 
All information is contained in columns 1-60. 
(2) Title Card (Code 2). This is punched with the full title 
of the document. No words should be omitted or abbrevi-
ated except in accordance with established rules. The title 
may be followed by such explanatory additions as are 
customary in library practice. All information is con-
tained in columns 1-60. 
(3) Source Card (Code 3). This is punched with publisher's 
name and location, title, volume, pages, date of publi-
cations, etc. in accordance with library practice and the 
requirements of a particular information service. All 
information is contained in columns 1-60. 
(4) Abstract Card (Code 5). This provides a machineable 
record of abstracts for use in dissemination as well as 
author, title and source records. All are printed on the 
notification cards produced by the SDI system. All infor-
mation is contained in columns 1-60. 
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(5) Text Card (Code 8). This is used for recording the entire 
text of documents in machine-readable form. Text words 
are used in the dissemination function and are partially 
printed on notifications if no abstract is included with the 
document. All information is contained in columns 1-60. 
c. Columns 73 and 74 are used for sequentially numbering, 
within one set, the cards for a given class of information. In 
other words, if there is one card for a given class of information, 
it is punched with a 1 in column 74. By utilizing both columns 
73 and 74, cards within a code may be numbered to 99. If more 
than 99 cards are required for a given code, combinations of 
zone punches may be used in columns 73 and 74 which would 
make available a total of 1600 cards for any code. 
d. Columns 61 through 72 inclusive are used for identification 
codes. These columns can be any character configuration; 
however, for any given dissemination run all document input 
must have an identical identification code. 
2 . Tape 11, Profile Input, Matched Word Master Input -
a. Profile input - This tape contains the profile words and 
profile user's addresses. To originate and update this tape 
file see Sections II and III of this manual. It is required that 
this tape be the most recent updated version originated in either 
the "Profile and Matched Word Update" or "User Address 
Update" sections of this system. 
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b. Matched Word Master - This tape contains the matched 
words of all notifications of which responses have not been 
received. It is required that this tape be the most recent up-
dated version originated in either the "Profile and Matched 
Word Update" or "User Address Update" sections of this 
system. 
3. Tape 13 - Library Notification List Output Tape - This tape will 
contain a condensed listing of the notifications originated in a run 
which is to be forwarded to the Ames Laboratory Document Library. 
See Fig. 2 for an example. 
0000038 OWENS BB MAYER SW DOE, JOHN D. (DR 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF URANYL SULFATE.= 402 RESEARCH 
JINC-0026 -0537 0008401 
0000039 MAEKA WA SI OSHIDA T DOE, JOHN D . (DR 
DIFFUSION ·oF BORON INTO SILICON. = 402 RESEARCH 
JUPS-00 19-0253 0008401 
Fig. 2. Ames Laboratory Document Library SDI document listing. 
4. Tape 20 - SDI System Tape - This tape is to be the most recent 
version of the programs SDIA, SDIB, SDIC, SDICA, SDID, SDIE and 
SDIF. For detailed information of these programs see the Program 
Description Section of this manual. 
5. Tape 21 - No.tification List Output Tape - This tape will contain 
the notification records to be printed on the notification forms 
(form no. IBM 052016) as shown in Fig. 3. 
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MCCRACKEN, 0 
ALGOL PROGRAMMING, GUIDE TO [
' •SAGE.__CHAIILES ~. ~OZ~ESEA~~H _ -~_Ql)QQ26Q __ _ 
712~/6~ NAMI AND LOCATION '""'""' •·· •· IILICTIOM NO 
DA TE OF INJHEST,OOC.~EUU!SUO •• ,,, 11 
QA 76- - M18)-196Z BOOK 100300 
lObP, 0 WILEY, 1962 
APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS TO PROBLEMS 
IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ARE 
SIMPLIFIED BY USE OF THE ALGOL 
LANGUAGE EXPLAINED IN THE BOOK, 
BOOLUN ALiiEBU NUNER I CAL ANALYSIS 
CDMPUTEIIS--PIIOiiUNNING 
TH. • .5000 
JOT .w.F. • ,1500 
COMPUTERS • 5000 
CONPUTUS-. 5000 
[
0 PROFILE NU.OOU101 OF INTUEST,OUC.IIOT IIEUUESTED. rJ 
INPAIITIAL,OUNIT ADJUST PIIDFILE :! 
0 OF 1111 INTEREST,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, I: 
( INITiUC liON I TNE USE~ AIIDVE IS AISEtiT •••, ,, Ll 
I Pf•Hi rlo,t Ah,.,o •t COMMENTS lJ 
... I 
' 1 P~ 1" OuT'"'' Ap r1110pr •ou Po•l · I A PurHio, 8n r ,.. ,,j, o 11'1111 0 p'rutl ; 3 ll.o~,~('l' P' 1tommttlll'"'houl 
(· ~ 4 lit I 1,1 r n • ~ • •• "!' d I c> 
TH! DO( UII!N I liBRAR Y 
r-------~-- ---- ------...--~- ----· ---· -------·-'-------------·-__J 
Fig. 3. 
6. Tape 23 - Updated Match Word Master Output Tape - This tape 
contains the matched words of all notifications for which responses 
have not been received plus all matched words originated in the most 
current run. This tape will be used as input for the profile and 
matched word run. 
B. Operating Instructions 
1. See run submittal sheet (Figs. 4 and 5) for mounting proper 
input and output tapes. Tapes which are not shown in Fig. 1 should 
be scratch tapes . This section of the system uses twelve tapes, 
10~15 and 20-25. 
2 . Place in cardreader UNEXPANDED lower load from tape 20 and 
press LOAD, COMPUTER RESET, and START respectively. 
3. Action to be taken at programmed halts. 
a . MOUNT DOC INPUT ON TAPE 10 
MOUNT PROFILE MASTER ON TAPE 11 
STORE THE DATE #XXYYZZOOOO AT 282 HIT 
START WHEN READY 
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AMES LABORATORY S.D. I. DISSEMINATION FUNCTION RUN 
. SUBMITIAL SHEET 
DATE ___ _ 
TIME ___ _ 
EST. RUNTIME 
Document Profile 
..5..Dl 
Systems 
tape input master 
Profile 
master 
S. D. L A. 
Threshold control 
No ~ard (optional) S. D. I.· B. Yes 
1-------1 Threshold , punch in cols. 
1-10, cols. 11-80 zeroes,signed in cols. 
S. D. I. C. 20, 30, etc. Selection no. control card 
1-------1 Sei. no. , punch in cols. 
1-10, cols. 11-80 zeroes signed in cols. 
S. D. I. D. 20, 30, etc. 
S. D. I. E. 
"Mount matched word master on tape 11" 
11 S. D. I. F. ~---~ 
"End of SDIF, end of run" 
~ 
Library notif. I i st 
Fig. 4 
Matched word 
master 
S. D. I. A. - S. D. I. F. (Version 
-- 13 
DATE OF RUN 
--
RUN TIME 
---
TIME OF RUN 
--
SOURCE OF DOCUMENTS 
------------------
NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS 
------------------
SELECTION NUMBER USED 
-----------------
NUMBER OF NOTIFICATIONS 
----------------
NOTIFICATIONS ON MATCHED WORDS: 
NO matched words 
----------
YES matched words 
----------------
TOTAL matched words 
-------
NUMBER OF CLUSTERS OF 2 OR MORE WORDS 
----
NUMBER OF PROFILE-USERS USED 
------
Fig. 5 
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If tapes 10 and 11 have not been mounted, mount these tapes. 
Store the data at 282 as a+, two digit month, two digit day, and the 
last two digits of the year, followed by four zeroes. Hit START 
when ready. 
b. After SDIA is completed, the programs that follow are all 
modified Sort 90 #7070-SM-077 Version 2, Modification level 5. 
Listed below are possible programmed halts which can occur 
and what action to take. All Sort 90 programmed halts are 
Halt and Proceed (HP) instructions. The halts listed below are 
tabulated digits 6-9 of the program register typeout. 
1010 -An indicator word in 7074 storage suggests that the 
Sort 90 has previously interrupted and restarted and that Phase III 
should now be loaded into storage. If this is the case, set Alt. 
Switch 1 OFF and press START. Halt 1011 will follow immediately. 
If, however, Sort 90 is being started from the beginning, set Alt. 
Switch 1 ON and press START. Note that the halt will often occur 
if Sort 90 is being started from the beginning after having been 
previously discontinued in Phase II. 
1103 - In performing a Segment ·Mark Backspace per Count 
operation, the load point was reached before the desired segment 
mark was detected. This situation is beyond the control of Sort 90. 
Discontinue and restart the sort from the beginning. 
1105 - In per.forming a Segment Mark per Count Backspace per 
Count operation, a tape mark was reached before the desired seg-
ment mark was detected. This situation is beyond the control of 
Sort 90. Discontinue and restart the sort from the beginning. 
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1107 - The current Phase 1 input reel has now been completely 
processed and Halt 1110 or 1114 has previously occurred. To 
terminate Phase 1 at this point so that the current input reel will be 
considered the last input reel, whether or not it is, set Alt. Switch 
1 OFF and press START. To continue Phase 1, permitting the 
program to determine whether or not the reel is last, set Alt. 
Switch 1 ON and press START. 
1108 - A validity error has occurred during a Write Segment 
Mark operation. To perform a Tape Skip and rewrite the segment 
mark, press START. 
1110 - All but one of the Phase 1 output tapes have been 
completely filled with records. The total number of records being 
sorted has therefore, just reached or exceeds the maximum per-
missible number. To drop the records of the current input reel 
from the sort and enter the Phase 1 end-of-job routine, set Alt. 
Switch 1 OFF and press START. If it is known that a few input 
records remain, that one or more of the Phase 1 output tapes is 
short, Phase 1 may be continued by setting Alt. Switch 1 ON and 
depressing the START key. 
1112 - All of Phase 1 output tapes have been completely filled. 
To drop the records of the current input reel from the sort and 
enter the Phase 1 end-of-job routine, press START. Providing 
Halt 1110 or Halt 1114 has not occurred previously, the sort will go 
to successful completion. If either Halt 1110 or Halt 1114 has 
occurred previously, the number of records dangerously exceeds 
the allowable maximum. The sort will most likely not succeed 
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unless one or more of the Phase l output tapes is short. 
1114 - Although more than the maximum allowable number of 
records have been written on the Phase l output tapes, if Phase l 
is terminated at this point the sort will proceed to a successful 
completion. To terminate Phase l, set Alt. Switch l OFF and 
press START; the records in the current input reel will be dropped 
from the sort and Phase 2 will begin. If instead it is desired to 
continue processing input records, set Alt. Switch 1 ON and press 
START. 
1126 - A segment mark has been detected in the sort input file. 
If the START key is depressed, the segment mark will be ignored 
and Phase 1 will continue. 
2003 - An indicator word in 7074 storage suggests that Sort 90 
has been previously interrupted and restarted and Phase 3 should 
now be loaded into storage. (Halts 1010 and lOll may have just 
occurred.) If so, set Alt. Switch 1 OFF and press START. If, 
however, it is known that Phase 2 is to be executed at this time, set 
Alt. Switch l ON and press START. 
2103 - All of the input tapes for current Phase 2 pass have been 
filled. Either one or more of the tape reels now being sorted exeeds 
the maximum permissible number. If the number of records being 
sorted is too great, restart SDIA and limit the number of input 
documents by forcing end-of-file in tape 10. 
2104 -All but one of the output tapes for the current Phase 2 
pass have been filled. Either one or more of the output reels 1s 
too short, or the number of records being sorted exceeds the 
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maximum permissible number. To continue the current pass, press 
START. If the remaining output tape cannot contain the remaining 
input records, Halt 2103 will later occur. Under certain conditions 
the pass may be concluded properly, but results in no reduction of 
passes. 
2108 - A validity error has occurred during a Write Segment 
Mark Operation. To perform a Tape Skip and rewrite the segment 
mark, press START. 
2920 - The checkpoint tape has reached an end-of-file; the 
operator should replace the reel and press START. 
2921 - An error in writing the checkpoint record has failed to 
clear after five entries; the operator should press START to retry 
five more times. If the write error persists, change the reel and 
clean the tape heads and press START. 
2930 - An error in reading the checkpoint tape has failed to 
clear after nine entries; the operator may press START to use the 
next checkpoint record for restarting. 
2960 - There has been a failure to write a segment mark or 
tape mark; press START to retry five times. If the error persists 
on trying to write a tape mark, manually tape mark from the console. 
3005 - An indicator word in 7074 storage suggests an improper 
action in loading Phase 3. It may be that the contents of storage 
have been disturbed between Phase 2 and 3; or that an incorrect 
checkpoint record has been read into storage. The offending con-
dition should be removed and the sort restarted from the beginning. 
Depressing the START key will cause the condition to be ignored and 
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Phase 3 to continue; the sort may not continue correctly, however, 
if sections of storage other than the indicator word location have 
been altered. 
310 l - In concluding the processing of an input reel, the roes 
end-of-reel exit has been used. Because all sort work tapes contain 
end-of-file trailer labels, this halt should never occur. It suggests 
either improper modification of roes routines or faulty tape handling. 
If the halt occurs, restart the system at SDIA. 
7070 - An error signal was detected while typing the message 
which immediately precedes the Halt 7074 Program Register typeout. 
To repeat typing, set Alt. Switch 1 OFF and press START. Since 
most messages are followed by a programmed halt, be prepared for 
another (and different) halt. 
c. TURN ON ALT. SWITCH #1, AND PLACE THRESHOLD 
CONTROL CARD IN CARD READER AND START, IF DESIRED; 
IF NOT . DESIRED JUST PRESS START. 
Under normal circumstances just press the START key unless 
otherwise indicated on the run submittal sheet. When this option is 
used, the run will be for experimental purposes only. 
d. INSERT SELECTION NO. CARD IN THE CARD READER 
AND HIT START. 
This particular card is mandatory. If a card was not attached 
to the run submittal sheet, punch in columns 1-10, right adjusted, 
the number designated on the run submittal sheet as selection 
number with a plus punch in column 10. Columns 11-80 should be 
punched with zeroes with plus punches in columns 20, 30, etc. 
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If there is no number designated on the run submittal sheet, punch a 
number ten integers higher than the first pre-punched selection 
number on the notification cards provided. 
e. MOUNT MATCHED WORD MASTER ON TAPE 11, HIT 
START WHEN READY. 
Remove the unloaded Profile Master from tape 11, and mount 
and load the Matched Word Master on tape ll. Press START when 
ready. 
f. END OF SDIF, END OF RUN. 
Remove the tapes as stated on the typewriter log. Place paper 
labels on tape 13 [Library Notification List], tape 21 [Notifications], 
and tape 23 [Updated Match Word Masterl. Copy statistics typed on 
log on the sheet provided with this run [See Fig. 5 J. 
g. Printing Instructions. 
( l) Tape 13 - Library Notification List - Place in a 1403 
printer single part, 8 1/2 11 x 11 11 continuous forms with a 
standard carriage control paper tape. Load POGIN-OUT 
[I. S. U. 1401 imput-output program] with sense switches 
A and G on with a blank date card following the program 
deck. 
(2) Tape 21 - Notifications - Place in a 1403 printer Ames 
Laboratory Notification [form no. IBM 052016] continuous 
forms with an appropriate carriage control paper tape. 
Load POGIN-OUT as instructed in the preceding paragraph. 
It is essential that the alignment of the internal selection 
number be exact. This will be the guide to proper printing 
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alignment. Once the proper alignment has been obtained 
space the notification forms to the pre -punched selection 
number which is one less than the starting selection 
number. When this has been completed, printing may be 
started. If any printer jams occur and the internal selection 
number does not correspond to the pre-punched selection 
number on the notification forms, note on which notification 
this first occurred and the difference in sequence, and 
forward this information to the Ames Laboratory Document 
Library. 
USER 
NOTIFICATION 
RESPONSE 
I 
OR/AND 
I 
(NEW PROFILE 
USER ~ 
PROFILES ~ ~ 
~~~~ 
J = /COMPUTER 
OR/AND 
R QU LIST 
OF PROFILE 
V--T ==:= === ----
USER 
9 MATCHED WORD FILE 
Fig. 6. Ames Laboratory SDI system update function. 
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II. Updating Function 
A. User Options and Instructions 
1. There are six different runs that can be made with the updating 
portion of the SDI system. Alteration switches are checked in 
SDIO to determine which run will be made . The six combinations 
of alteration switches used are: 
a. 1 ON 2 OFF 3 OFF 4 OFF 
b. 1 OFF 2 OFF 3 ON 4 OFF 
c. 1 OFF 2 OFF 3 OFF 4 ON 
d. 1 ON 2 OFF 3 ON 4 OFF 
e. 1 OFF 2 ON 3 ON 4 OFF 
f. 1 ON 2 ON 3 ON 4 OFF 
When an alteration switch is ON, the particular part of the 
system controlled by the alteration switch will be run. If the 
alteration switch is OFF, that portion of the system will be skipped. 
2. The updating portion of the SDI system is composed of nine 
programs. These programs are on an Ames Laboratory Library 
SDI tape as shown in Fig. 7. These programs and their functions 
are listed here preceded by the alteration switch which controls 
them. 
a. ALTSWl SDIO - updates the Matched Word file and Profile 
A according to the responses returned by the user. 
b. ALTSW2 . SDIP, SDIQ - adds or deletes profile words or 
entire profiles to Profile A. 
c. ALTSW3 SDIR, SDIS - prints a listing of the requested 
profiles or "added or "deleted" profiles. 
d. ALTSW4 SDIT 1, SDIT2, SDIT3, SDIT4 - converts document 
input into a usable format for the SDI system. 
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The user will be mainly concerned with SDIO, SDIP, SDIQ, 
SDIR and SDIS. The other four programs will be run whenever any 
new document input is received, and will require some knowledge 
of the programming involved. 
r- s s s ) E E E 
G G G ) SDI¢ SDIP SDIQ M SDIR SOlS I~ SDITI SDIT2 SDIT3 ~ SDIT4 A 
R R R ~ K K K ,__ 
1+- a__.,, e II c 
I f 
1+- d -+I I• d ~I 
I· b ·I 
Fig. 7 
3. The user will assemble the deck according to the appropriate 
job. A list of decks for the six possible jobs is shown in Figs. 
8 - 13. 
;~ Linf Labol Optrofion OPERAND Basic Autacodtr--• I~ II 20 21 2' 30 35 40 45 50 ., 6C 
ST'\.R T ~-T A9D 0 7 !a)s ni w 6MI.N. 
TYPE REM 'CLMOUNT SO I .ON T.AP.E 1 31@ 
TYP.E REM @MOUN.T snr .ON T.APF. llC@. 
TYPE R.EM :cuM 0 U;N ,T SOl ON T.A.PE 2 O(ci). 
T.Y,P.F'. RF.M la:MOUN:T SDI .ON T.A P.F.. 2 l •rn 
TY P.E. R.EM @RE MQV.E. .I... I B,R,A,R,Y T A.P .E. .AN ,D. .MOUNT SP.I @A 
A.T .T.SM 1 .n.N. 2 .n.F'.F'. 3 OFF. 4 nFF'. 
z LOAD. T,A,P.E 2 5 
Pre1 unched SalectioJ> Numbers (in oe;ouence. see fillure l 
.R.eH onse~ (i f1 seque~c,e, ~'le figjlre ) t-r:l ...... 
OQ 
00 
Sele tion Nu1 nber. Cu.t-o!f (op,tiol)al, ~ee fi2ure ) 
!per emen,t f' ~~ctiol') (optional see figure ) 
Dec emep.t unction (optipna~, see figyre ) 
(~~no Increment or D 
T.YPE. R.E.M. @.REMQV,E, .A.N.D . . S,A,V,E, SP, I TAP.E.S O;N, 11. 13. 20, 2 
<:N.D A.CC NT A.9007 @.s.n i.(ai." 
Autacodor-
15 70 75 
N D iH;_A,L,T 
cr'imen1 function) -
1, ,A,ND 25 ~ 
~ 
__._.__.___ 
~~ 
--"~- --·-- - - .J 
ldent. 
"" P.OGO 
P.QG.O 
P.OGO 
POGO 
P.QG.O 
POGO 
P.OG.O 
POGO 
VTM 
POGO 
P.OGO 
:::t 
••• ---1.----L-4 - · 
......... 
N 
~ 
Pg. Lin• La btl Optration OPERAND Basic Autocodtr----lo 
I 15 ,. zo 21 u 30 35 40 ., 50 55 _6!; 
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4. The data cards to be used in setting up the decks are shown in 
Figs. 14 - 23. 
a. Enter the prepunched selection numbers of the skipped, 
jammed, or mutilated notification forms that were recorded in 
SDID in columns 74-80 of the data card (Fig. 14). These cards 
must be in ascending order. If no notifications were ruined, 
this card may be omitted. 
I 
DODDDDDDDDDDODODDDDDDDDOOOODDOOOOOODOOOODOOODOOODDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOiiiiOOO 
11,411711~"~UU~KU~U~~U»Hnnun~HU»UUUKUHHU~UU"U•U•UM~HUM»M~NHM~UUHHUV~UNnnnHnnunnN 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222Z22222222222222I2 
Fig. 14 
b. The responses (Fig. 15) follow the pre-punched selection 
number data cards. The format of the port-a-punches in 
columns 63-69 of the response cards is as follows: 
An ll port-a-punch in column 63 = response 1 
A 0 port-a-punch in column 65 = response 2 
A 1 port-a-punch in column 67 = response 3 
A 2 port-a-punch in column 63 = response 4 
A 3 port-a-punch in column 65 = response 5 
A 4 port-a-punch in column 69 = comments 
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The pre-punched selection number is i n columns 74-80. A 
listing is printed of the pre-punched selection numbers of all 
responses which contain comments . This listing is an aid to the 
library in tabulating the comments of the profile users. 
•SAGE, CHARLES R. 402RESEARCH ~0002821 0000282 
- ·rTi4t64 NAME AN-D LOCATION '" '"""' s., N• SELECTION NO. 
DA TE OF INTEREST,OOC.REQUESTEO..... 0 
PROFILE N0.0081101 0 
OF INTEREST,DOC.NOT REQUESTED. 
IMPARTIAL,DON/T ADJUST PROFILE 0 
OF NO 
THE 
~' ., d 'h (; A b I. ,l; • 
;• ,, (J !. 1 · h t. ;: c ' c p,, o 1 e f' .: r t 
.' ~ · • ; \jc, w.th u ,f.,O'i• pen (d 
r (< l (\ m Jli e r. i ~ · \.' ~ h 0 ll t 
• ~· r ' "' .,. ,. · : b ~ ' o n d " r .t e y our 
. ;·'"•'' • ' ' ~ . )1 ·.! 
.\ ~ \ . . . ' .. r! lr . 
INTEREST•••••••••••••••• ~] 
USER ABOVE IS ABSENT...... 0 
~-COMMENTS ---L-J --
' I 
Fig . 15 
c. Enter the selection number cut-off in columns 1-7, 
immediately after the responses. This card is not mandatory, 
but is recommended in order that the profiles be kept current. 
Any response with a pre-punched selection number less than or 
equal to the selection number cut-off will be treated as a 
negativ.e response. 
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Fig. 16 
d. The value to be assigned to INC in the updating function of 
SDIO is punched in columns 1-2 as shown in Fig. 17. As the 
value of INC increases, the amount of an increment to the 
significance value of a word decreases. This control card is 
optional. The choice of the value assigned to INC is not of 
concern to the user of this manual. This is handled by someone 
connected with the programming of SDI. 
I o o o o o o 0 o o o o o o o o c o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o,o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 
I 2 l 4 5 S 1 I t 10 II U 11 W 1515 11111t 2021212324 n:s ZJ2129j0 3112 Ul4l5JS31lll.S40 .:14:4144 4HS47 41415:151 SHJ54555i SJSISUO 51 S253S4U"""'l70 JIJllJ Jt n" 1l 1A 1910 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 z 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 
Fig. 17 
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e. The value to be assigned to DEC in the updating function of 
SDIO is punched in columns l-2 as shown in Fig. 18. As the 
value of DEC increases, the amount of a decrement to the 
significance value of a word decreases. This control card is 
optional. The choice of the value assigned to DEC is not of 
concern to the user of this manual. This is handled by someone 
connected with the programming of SDI. 
aooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
11l456711W"UUUU~U~~~~UUN~HUHHM~UUMHH»HU~~UU"UUOUU~»UU~»»UMU~nUUHU"UUUHnnnH~nHnn» 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 
22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
Fig. 18 
f. The appropriate user number obtained from the Library 
User Listing for Ames Laboratory SDI (see Fig. 20) is punched 
right-adjusted in columns l-8 as shown in Fig. 19. The user 
may have as many profiles as he needs to define individual 
interests, the particular profile number being punched in 
columns 9 and 10. Column ll or 12 should contain a comma 
followed by either ADD or DELETE. 
(l) ADD - The interest profile consists of words or word 
clusters, each with a significance value (O<S. V. <l, 
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maximum of four decimal places, it is suggested that . 5 be 
used) and an optional character count (if desired for trun-
cation or extension in matching). A word cluster may 
consist of two to six words. Each word can be any number 
of characters with all words being truncated at fifteen 
characters. All words of five or more characters will be 
truncated to their number of characters unless a character 
count is specified. By grouping two to six words as a word 
cluster, the propositional operator AND is assumed 
between words and implies that all words in the word 
cluster, when matched against a document, have to be in 
the given document or the significance value is not consider-
ed. Character count, if used, and significance value must 
be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses as 
shown in Fig. 19. Single words can be added to profiles, 
but word clusters cannot. If a word cluster is to be added 
to a profile, the profile has to be deleted and then added, 
with the additional word cluster or word clusters included. 
(2) DELETE - The user number and profile number are all 
that is necessary to delete a profile. Word or word 
clusters cannot be deleted individually from a profile. If 
a 00 is designated as the profile number, all the user's 
profiles will be deleted. 
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Fig. 19 
1/28/64 LIBRARY USER LISTING FOR AMES LAB SDI Page 1 
ll 3 
l f44 
j ps 
'" 
pq 
I 
f 4 4 4 
f 55 5 
5& 6 6 
7111 
I 
iua 
i 
'!~! 
NAME AMES LAB ADDRESS PREY. USER NO. CURR. USER NO. STATUS 
*DOE, JANE 40X RESEARCH 826 INACT 
~<DOE, JOHN 304 METALLURGY 246 INACT 
JOHNSON, J. B. 117 METALLURGY 188 INACT 
SMITH, JOSEPH COMPUTER BLDG 83 IN ACT 
Fig. 20 
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(3) After every update run, an error listing is produced as 
shown in Fig. 21. The card in error, the word parameter 
count within the card, and user-profile number are shown 
for each error. 
AMES LABORATORY SDI ERROR LISTING FOR SDIP 
COLUMNS 1-80 PARAM. 04 USER NO. 0008401 
COLUMNS 1-80 PARAM. 01 USER NO. 0008401 
COLUMNS 1-80 PARAM. 03 USER NO. 0091503 
Fig. 21 
g. The desired user number of the profile to be listed is 
right-adjusted in columns 1-5. The particular profile number 
is in columns 6-7. Since a user may have more than one 
profile, if 00 is specified in columns 6-7, he will get all the 
profiles which fall under that user number. These input cards 
must be in user number, profile number sequence. An 
example of a partial profile listing is shown in Fig. 23. 
_ ,;.:-:=:7:~ ... !~.::.:-;--------------------------------------, !.  _l!_, .j.;. ;.!_I 1 
·, 
·' il 
n D~noonoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
~ 111451 IIS~"UDH~UUaH~~»U~HH»HU»~»»~n~»Un~~UU«UUUUU~~»U~H~»HUR~U~~»U~UUMnnnu~nnnn~ 
j! 1 1 1 1 I 111 I I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I I I 1 I 1 I 1111111111111111 I 1 
~ 
222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222:2222222222222222 
Fig. 22 
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~~BANKS, CHARLES V. 
325METALLURGY . 
USER NUMBER = 00263 
PROFILE WORD CHAR CNT PROFILE NO SIGN. VALUE 
BOCK-WERTHMAN 13 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 . 5000 
JEZOWSKA- TRZEB 14 00263 01 . 5000 
SYNERG 06 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
PARTITION 08 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
INORG 05 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
PAPER 05 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
COLUMN 06 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
LIQUID 06 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
THE OR 05 00263 01 . 5000 
CHROMA TOG 09 00263 01 
EARTH 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
PHOSP 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
SOL VA 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
ACID 15 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
NITRI 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
NITRAT 06 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
CHLOR 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
HYDRO 05 00263 01 . 5000 
EXTRACT 07 00263 01 
METAL 05 00263 01 . 5000 
Fig. 23. Ames Lab SDI user partial profile listing. 
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B. Operating Instructions 
l. The updating portion of the Ames Laboratory SDI system is to 
be run with the POGO 1 executive system. A message to turn 
certain alteration switches ON will be typed out at the beginning of 
every update run. An Ames Laboratory SDI Library tape will be 
mounted for every run. All SDI tapes to be mounted will be typed 
out on the log. Unless specified otherwise, all SDI tapes are to be 
saved after every run. 
2. The importance of labeling the tapes after every run lies 
mainly in organizing the tapes and in making sure the correct tapes 
are used for the next run. The important thing to remember in the 
labeling procedure is that only SDI output tapes receive new labels 
after a run. All SDI input tapes will have labels on them from 
previous runs. Tapes used in the updating section of the SDI system 
and their labels are: 
a. SDIF 23 - matched word master file 
b. SDIO 20 - updated profile A and B master file 
c. SDIO 21 - updated matched word master file 
d. SDIQ 13 - updated profile A and B master file 
e SDIT 13 - updated profile A and B master file 
f. SDIT 20 - unconverted document input 
g. Library tape 25 - SDI updating systems tape 
3. Input and output tapes required for the following alteration 
switch settings. 
a. ALTSW 1 ON 2 OFF 3 OFF 4 OFF 
( 1) Input tape 13 - SDIO 20 or SDIQ 13 (whichever is more 
recent) 
(2) Input tape 11 - SDIF 23 
(3) Output tape 21 - SDIO 21 
(4) Output tape 20 - SDIO 20 
(5) Library tape 25 -AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE 
(SDIO-SDIT4) 
b. ALTSW 1 OFF 2 OFF 3 ON 4 OFF 
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( 1) Input tape 20 - SDIO 20 or SDIQ 13 (whichever is more 
recent) 
(2) Library tape 25 - AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE (SDIO-
SDIT4) 
c. ALTSW 1 OFF 2 OFF 3 OFF 4 ON 
( 1) Input tape 20 - SDIT 20 
(2) Output tape 13 - SDIT 13 
(3) Library tape 25 -AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE (SDIO-
SDIT4) 
d. ALTSW 1 ON 2 OFF 3 ON 4 OFF 
( 1) Input tape 13 - SDIO 20 or SDIQ 13 (whichever is more 
recent) 
(2) Input tape 11 - SDIF 23 
(3) Output tape 21 - SDIO 21 
(4) Output tape 20 - SDIO 20 
(5) Library tape 25 - AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE (SDIO-
SDIT4) 
e. ALTSW 1 OFF 2 ON 3 ON 4 OFF 
( 1). Input tape 20 - SDIO 20 or SDIQ 13 (whichever is more 
recent) 
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(2) Output tape 13 - SDIQ 13 
(3) Library tape 25 - AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE (SDIO-
SDIT4) 
f. ALTSW 1 ON 2 ON 3 ON 4 OFF 
(1) Input tape 13 - SDIO 20 or SDIQ 13 (whichever is more 
recent) 
(2) Input tape 11 - SDIF 23 
(3) Output tape 21 - SDIO 21 
(4) Output tape 20 - SDIO 20 
(5) Library tape 25 - AMES LAB SDI LIBRARY TAPE (SDIO-
SDIT4) 
UPDATE 
ENTRIES 
UPDATED EMPLOYEE 
MASTER 
UPDATED MATCHED 
WORD MASTER 
UPDATED PROFILE 
MASTER 
COMPUTER 
--
OR --
--
--
- -
-
UPDATED 
ENTRIES 
OR 
EMPLOYEE 
MASTER 
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MATCHED WORD 
MASTER 
PROFILE 
MASTER 
EJEJ 
~E) 
[3~ 
MAILING 
LABELS 
Fig. 24 . Ames Laboratory SDI system directory section. 
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III. Directory Section 
A. User Options and Instructions 
1. Print a complete listing of the current Ames Laboratory 
directory (see Fig. 25). 
*BROWN, ROBERT 
312 METALLURGY 
688 P AMMEL COURT 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
BROWN, ROBERT 
214 LINK 
128 LYNN AVENUE 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
BROWN, THEODORE M 
209 METALLURGY 
209 CAMPUS 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
*BROWN, WILLIAM F 
326 RESEARCH 
362 SO PAMMEL 
JUNIOR ENGINEER 
Fig. 25 
X4051 
233-1021 
FRITZ 
X3834 
232-0476 
FUCHS 
X2532 
232-0675 
MCCARLEY 
X4125 
233-1768 
FISHER 
Contact the Computer Services Group when requesting the above 
information. No special input is required. 
2. "Add", "Delete" or "Replace" current directory entries 
and print a complete listing of current directory with these updated 
entries, or print a listing of only these entries (see Fig. 26) . 
'· \ 
':'DOE, JOHN D 
000 RESEARCH 
123 MAIN ST. 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
Fig. 26 
Xl234 
123-4567 
SMITH 
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a. Every update entry contains four cards, each card containing 
basically the information contained in each line of one Ames 
Laboratory directory. Other additional information is 
carried in each of four cards with some minor restrictions 
which are needed to make this a computer operation. 
Explained below are the four card formats for a phonebook entry: 
(1) CARD 1 
Cols 1-35 Asterisk if person is married. Otherwise, 
last name would start in Col. 1. Last 
name, comma, space, first name, space, 
middle initial. If person is M.D. or Ph. D., 
double space after the middle initial and 
write 11 (DR. ) 11 • 
Cols 36-70 Blank 
Cols 71-76 First six (6) letters of last name, blanks, 
right adjusted, if name is less than six (6) 
characters. 
Col 77 
Col 78 
Col 79 
Col 80 
First initial, blank if no first name or initial. 
Middle initial, blank if no middle name or 
initial. 
Card No., 1 
11 A" for add, 11 D 11 for delete or 11 R 11 for 
replace. 
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Fig. 27 
(2) CARD 2 
Cols 1-5 Room number 
Cols 6-35 . Building 
Cols 36-55 Blank 
Cols 56-70 Ext. number(s). (If there is an additional 
number, skip one space and write the other 
number.) 
Cols71-78 SameasCardl 
Col 79 No. 2 
Col 80 Same as Card 1 
I I . I I 
I I 
IIIDOODIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOCOOOOOIODODOIOOOOOOOGOCOOOOODOO 
IIJ4SIIII~nuuMGMuYnn~nn~nnnnn~~u»~»~DU»~~uu"u«uuo~~u»~~~»»»"~uu~""u"unnnnununnnN 
·t t t t t t II II t t t 111 tIll t 1111111111111111111111111111111111 !l1111111111111111111l11l 
2222222l2222222222i2.22222222222222222222222222222222222Z2122222Z2222222222222212 
Fig. 28 
1 
(3) CARD 3 
Cols 1-35 
Cols 36-55 
Cols 56-70 
Cols 71-78 
Col 79 
Col 80 
-~. ·• "'1 '~.~ I .~T 't 'T /'til ;·~· ·:·I~ ; ) 
I I 
Home address 
Blank 
Home phone 
Same as Card 1 
No. 3 
Same as Card 1 
Si·i!TH 
.. -
II I 
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(4) CARD4 
Cols 1-35 
Cols 36-55 
Cols 56-70 
Cols 71-78 
Col 79 
Col 80 
/23 ;·;~ ~ ~1 ST i ~ :iiriTiF:'·/ ~ LLi 
I I I I II 
Fig. 29 
Title 
Blank 
Group Leader 
Same as Card 1 
No.4 
Same as Card 1 
I 
DOC 
I I 
I 
I I 
I 
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Fig. 30 
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b. Each of the four cards above must contain an identification 
code of ten characters. Each identification code will be unique 
for each individual name entry. The first six characters of the 
identification code will contain the first six characters of the 
individual's name (Columns 71-76), blanks right adjusted, if 
name is less than six (6) characters. The seventh character 
will be the initial of the individual's first name (Column 77). 
blank if no first name or initial. The eighth character will be 
the individual's middle initial (Column 78). blank if no middle 
name or initial. The ninth character is the card number 1-4 
(Column 79). The tenth character is the update code which 
functions as follows: 
( 1) ADD-A- If a new individual entry is to be placed into 
the directory cards #1, #2, #3 and #4 will be made up in 
the prescribed format with an "A" in column 80. 
(2) DELETE-D- If an individual entry is to be deleted 
from the directory card #1 is made up with 11 D 11 in 
column 80. The entire entry will be deleted from the 
directory. · 
(3) REPLACE-R- If cards #1, #2, #3 or #4, or any 
combination of these cards are to replace the present 
directory entry, the appropriate card(s) should be made 
up and an "R" placed in column 80. All replace entries 
are required to have a card #1. In the case of name changes, 
do .not replace. Delete the original entry and add the new one. 
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c. RESTRICTIONS: 
(1) All building numbers must be left adjusted in card #2 
and must be contained in columns 1-5, truncated to five (5) 
characters if necessary. 
(2) All buildings must be left adjusted in card #2 and must 
be contained in columns 6-35. All buildings must be 
spelled and abbreviated as shown in Fig. 9. 
(3) All delete and replace entries must contain a card #1 
and must be identical in format to the directory entry they 
are deleting or replacing. 
d. Submit the "add", "delete" and "replace" cards (which 
should be in name code, card number ascending sequence) to the 
Computer Services Group requesting your option. 
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BUILDINGS HOUSING PERSONNEL LISTED IN DIRECTORY 
1. Agronomy 
2. Botany 
3. Chemical Engr 
4. Chemistry 
5. Computation Center 
6. Cyclone Comp Lab 
7. Engr Annex 
8. Genetics Lab 
9. Link 
10. Marston 
11. Mech Engr Lab 
12. Metal Development 
13. Metallurgy 
14. Physics 
15. Physiological Res 
16. Physiology ., 
17. Reactor 
18. Research 
19. Shed 10 
20. Statistics 
21. Synchrotron 
22. Vet Administration 
23. Vet Med Res Instit 
24. Vet Physiology 
25. Vet Phys Lab 
26. Vet Phys Res 
27. Computer Building 
Fig. 31 
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3. Print mailing labels for certain individuals (see Fig. 32). 
Create a card with the first ten (10) letters of the last name, 
blanks right adjusted in columns 1-10. The first four (4) letters of 
the first name with blanks right adjusted are in columns 11-14, and 
the middle initial is in column 15. If there is no middle name or 
initial, leave column 15 blank (see Fig. 33). 
JOHN D SMITH 
000 RESEARCH 
Fig. 32 
00 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 IJ456 IIIIO"gaH~~D~~~~nn~nHVH~-~UU~H•n•H~~GU"~quqqM~UUMHM~NHM~UUMUUUUHMnnnH~~nn~M 
1111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 z 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Fig. 33 
Submit the cards with name codes in name ascending sequence 
to the Computer Services Group requesting your option. 
B. Operating Instructions 
1. Figures 34 and 35 are the operating instructions which should be 
completed and submitted to the University Computa.tion Center. 
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The control as to which output is desired is done with the following 
alteration switch settings: 
a. No alteration switches ON- Update dir.ect-ory and print 
updated entries only. 
b. Alteration switch 1 ON- Update directory and print 
complete updated phonebook. 
c. Alteration switches 1 and 3 ON- Print current directory 
with no updating. 
d. Alteration switches 2 and 3 ON- Print mailing labels only 
from submitted card entries. 
e. Alteration switch 4 ON- Create a directory tape master 
file from updating entries only (to be used for card-to-tape 
conversion). 
2. If there is no updating, the following tapes are required: 
a. Card-to-tape of name codes for mailing labels; otherwise 
this tape is not needed (see Fig. 34). 
b. Directory master file, current version (see Fig. 34). 
c. Directory list or mailing label output tape (see Fig. 34). 
Note all output tapes must be on a specified tape reel for the 
SDI tape library). 
d. SDI system tape, current version. 
3. If there is updating, the following tapes are required: 
a. Card-to-tape of update entries in name code sequence 
(see Fig. 34). 
b. Directory master file, current version (see Fig. 34). 
c. Most current version of the SDI Profile A and B Master 
and Matched Word Master (see Fig. 34). 
d. Directory or Insert list tape (see Fig. 34). 
e. Update SDI Profile A and B Master and Matched Word 
Master (see Fig. 34). 
f. Ames Lab SDI user list tape (see Fig. 34). 
g. SDI system tape, current version. 
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4 . The tape units which are not used for specified tapes are to be 
I. S. U . work tapes. 
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Operating Instructions for a Phonebook Master File and 
SDI Profile-Matched Word Updating Run 
l. Mount the following tapes: 
a. Tape 10, SDI Ames Lab user list tape. 
b. Tape ll, Card-to-tape directory update cards or label request cards. 
c. Tape 12, SDI Ames Lab directory master file. 
---
d. Tape 20, SDI Ames Lab SDI system tape SDIA - SDIJ. 
e. Tape 21, SDI Updated matched word master file. 
f. Tape 22, SDI Directory, phonebook update insert, or label list tape. 
g. Tapes 13, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25 Scratch tapes. 
2. Alteration switch 4 on 
a. Unexpanded lower load for tape 20. 
b. Reset start. 
c. "TURN OFF ALTSW4 AND TURN ON DESIRED ALTSW'' OPTIONS. 
(l) Turn on alteration switches l 2 3 4 
(2) Hit start when ready. 
3. END OF SDIG, HIT START WHEN READY 
a. Remove tape ll. 
b. Remove and save tape 12. 
c. Remove and save tape 22. 
d. Mount the following tapes: 
( l) Tape ll, SDI Matched word master file. 
(2) Tape 12, SDI Profile master file. 
(3) Tape 21, SDI Updated matched word master file. 
(4) Tape 22, SDI Updated profile master file. 
4. END OF JOB 
a. Remove and save tape 24 (Updated Master directory). 
b. Remove and save tape 10 (Ames Lab User List). 
c. Remove and save tape ll. 
d. Remove and save tape 12. 
e. Remove and save tape 21 (Updated Matched Word Master). 
f. Remove and save tape 22 (Updated Profile Master). 
g. Remove and save tape 20. 
Fig. 34 
PHONEBOOK MASTER FILE AND S. D. I. PROFILE AND MATCHED WORD UPDATING 
SDI SDI SDI SDI SDI SDI SDI 
S.D. I. G. 
11 End of SDIG, End of Run•• 
OR 
••End of SDIG, Hit Start When Ready" 
S.D. I. H. 
S. D. I. I. 
S.D. I. J. 
1~----------------------------__.·~--~ 
Fig. 35 
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Dissemination Function Program Descriptions 
1. Name - SDIA 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - May 15, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
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a. Document records are scanned and transformed into word 
records. Fundamentally a translation matrix technique is used 
owing to the fact the 7074 is a word machine. It is assumed a 
document word is defined as any character set separated by 
blanks, commas or periods. All words are truncated to fifteen 
characters and are left adjusted in a word record. All word 
records are identified by a document number which is in each 
document set in ascending sequence. A sequence check is made 
on all document input following basically the criteria required 
for "Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) Indexing" input. 
b. Partial Notifications are derived from the document input 
which require an author record and title record. Source, 
abstract and text records are optional for every document set. 
The partial notification record will contain in the format 
required for a notification form, one author record, one to 
three title record(s), one to two source record(s), and one to 
nine abstract or text record(s). It should be noted that all 
author, title, source, abstract, and text records are scanned 
even though some of these records may not appear on the final 
notification form. 
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Label 
• 
c. Words derived from the document input are compared with 
a dictionary of one hundred and thirty-seven articles, prepo-
sitions, etc. and are deleted if they are contained in this 
dictionary. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 10 is the document input which has the following 
specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 16 words, 
alphameric; blocking factor = 20; file form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2) Record layout -
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-___,~ 
1511 20 21 50 55 6 
D ~F2~0~~~~~~~~~~~~CL~~~~-L~-L~~~~~~ 
00 
NO . 
b. Tape 21 is the partial notification tape which has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 26 words, 
alphameric; blocking factor= 18; file form= 1; file type= 3. 
(2) Record layout -
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OPERAND 
35 40 
Basic Autocoder-----.1~ 
50 55 
Operation 
15 16 20 21 
Pg. Line 
I 3 56 30 6 25 
D -·-+=1:.~.:8::..L-..~.-..~.~-'--'--'--'--~_._..~.-..~.__._-'--'--'-_._~~_.___.---L_.__~_..__.L-L___._...!...-J'--'---'--''--'---'--I 
00 
02 
02 
2:4 
c. Tape 22 is the document word tape which has the following 
specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 60; file form = 1; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record layout -
[Pg. Line Lobel Operation OPERAND 8 asi c Autocoder 
, I 2 3 56 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
! D,A, 60 I 
' 
0 0, 29,~ DOCUM~NT WO,R,D 
30 3,9.A 1 0 . 0 KWif: DOCUM~,T S,E1Q,. NO. 
I :40 :4 9 ,A, I 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration- twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one ( 1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
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b. Total memory used - 4595 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 1 
d. Digit switches used- 21 
e. Index words used - 11 
f. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4 
g. Special modifications - none. 
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l. Name - SDIB 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date -April 10, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Document words which were derived in SDIA are sorted in 
algebraic, ascending sequence by document word and KWIC 
document sequence number using the IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 5. The 
pertinent information required for the control cards is as 
follows: 
(1) Input Channel and Tapes - 220000 
(2} Input Tape Unit Type - 7 29 II, high 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 234500 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 134500 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 729 II. high 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 005, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 060 
(9) Output Blocking - 060 
(10) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9989 
( 11) Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9989 
(12) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 5000 
( 13) Control Data Field 1 Position - 000040 
( 14) Total Control Data Digits - 040 
(15) Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
b. Phase 3 of this Sort 90 is modified so that two additional tape 
files could be added. One file consists of profile words which 
are in profile word, character count, profile word number, 
profile user number sequence. These words are merged 
internally with the document words, identical words are placed 
into the second additional file with pertinent information from the 
profile and document word records. In the matching of the 
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Pg. Line 
12 3 5. 
profile and document words only the number of characters 
specified in the profile character count are matched. All sorted 
document words are deleted within the sort after matching. All 
matched words are assigned a temporary selection number 
+7777777777; the reason for the assignment of a temporary 
selection number will be explained in the SDICA program 
description. 
c. All duplicate matched profile-document words are deleted 
and a count is kept in the saved matched word of unique 
duplicate words within a given document. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control 
system, Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 22 is the document word input which is to be sorted and 
follows the format below: 
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
1518 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
!?A..__,_ _, 60 I 
00 29,@ ,D,OC UME.Nl' ,WQR.D 
3 0 I 39Al0,0 "!-<.WI C DO CU,11E;NT S Ep . ,!'iO. 
40 4 9 ,.A, I 
b. Tape 11 is the profile word input file which has the following 
specifications and format; 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record layout -
6C 
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Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-__,~ 
6 IS 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
~...J....-L-1-~'---'--....____..-;~ _,+l:_.c:O::.t_O~_.____.__J_.L___l_-'---LJ...___.____'---'---'---L-L--L..JL.-.L--'----JL.-.L_J._J-L_J._J___L__l__!____L_-'---.1__L_-'-----L-'---Y 
0 0 2,9 
30 0. 4 
34 2 . 0 
36 
43 
c. Tape 12 is the profile - document matched word output file 
which has the following specifications and format: 
( l) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = l 00; file form = l; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record layout -
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder ---i~ 
6 IS 16 20 21 25 30 3S 40 45 50 . 5S 
28,29A2.0 
30,39Al0.0 T 
40 so@ T 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration- twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one ( l) 
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7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card read e r. 
b. Total memory used - 9748 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90) 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 12 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special Modifications -
(1) The open and close rewind options were modified for the 
unsorted input tape and sorted output tape of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc .• were in accordance with what 
is provided for the Sort 90 user. 
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l. Name · SDIC 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - March 23, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Matched document-profile words derived in SDIB are sorted 
in algebraic, ascending sequence by KWIC document sequence 
number, profile user and profile number, and cluster word and 
count number, using the IBM 7070/7074 Generalized Sorting 
Program Sort 90, # 7070- SM-077, Version 5. The pertinent 
information required for the control cards is as follows: 
( l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( l 0) . 
( 11) 
( 12) 
( 13) 
( 14) 
( 15) 
Input Channel and Tapes - 120000 
Input Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 134500 
Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 234500 
Output Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
Record Form - 1 
Input Record Length - 006, 7070 words 
Input Blocking - 100 
Output Blocking - 100 
Phase l Storage Limit - 9989 
Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9989 
Phase 3 Storage Limit - 7499 
Control Data Field 1 Position - 000024 
Total Control Data Digits - 024 
Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
b. Phase 3 of the Sort 90 is modified so that two additional 
tape files can be added. One file consists of partial notifications 
which were derived in SDIA. The second file is an output file 
which will consist of selected partial notifications with the 
inclusion of the first eight words which were used in selecting 
a document for a notification, the total summation of significance 
values and the threshold. 
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6 
c. The sorted matched words are in a sequence to sum the 
significance values of matched words unique to a particular 
profile and document. All cluster words are checked to see if 
the complete cluster was present in a particular document. If 
clusters are incomplete, their significance value is not considered 
for summation. 
d. Documents for notifications are selected by the KWIC docu-
ment sequence numbers from the partial notification file derived 
in SDIA. Wanted documents are put in an output file with the 
information stated in "A" along with the profile user and profile 
number. 
e. The last word of all word clusters which were contained in 
a selected document and used in the summation to select this 
document are written on the Sort 90 sorted output tape with a 
temporary selection number +8888888888. All other matched 
words are deleted from the Sort 90 sorted output file. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input-Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4] 
a. Tape 12 is the matched word input which is to be sorted and 
follows the format below: 
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----1~ 
I~ II 20 21 2~ 30 3~ 40 50 55 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~0~0~~~-L~~~-L~~~~~LL~~-L~-LLJ-L~-L~~ 
0 0 0 9 
7 • 0 
o-. 4 
28 29A2. 0 
30 39Al0. 0 
40 59@ 
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b. Tape 21 is the partial notification input derived in SDIA which 
has the following format: 
(1) Tape File Definition: record length = 26 words, 
alphameric; blocking factor = 18; file form = 1; file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----i~ 
6 1516 2021 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
~~~~~~~D~~ ~-r1~8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-L~~~~-L~-L~LL~LL~ 
0 0 0 1 
0 2 • 
02,101 
148, 167@ 
224. 243@ 
244, 259@ 
c. Tape XX (determined by the Sort 90) is the last word of a 
selected word cluster output file which has the following format: 
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----,IJol 
6 1516 2021 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
17 23A7.0 
24 27A0.4 
28 
30 0 . 0 
40 
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d. Tape 22 is the selected partial notification output which has 
the following format : 
(1) Tape File Definition: record length = 0468 words, 
alphameric; blocking .factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
-----··-----· ·- ·-
Lob!l Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder • 6 I~ 16 20 21 2~ 30 3~ 40 ·~ 50 55 6C ~-' 1 I ' I 
0 0 , 1,47@ 
148 1 6 I.@. A 7 . 0 . ,PR,OFIL .E .USER AND P,RO.F .. NO . 
I 162,929@ 
930,965@ I 
__l___L_L-'--'--
966,4679@ ,. 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration- twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape u nits ; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one (1) 
7150 console with typewriter ; and one (1) 7501 console and card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9355 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90) 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 8 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special Modifications -
( 1) The open and close rewind options were modified for 
the unsorted input tape and sorted output tape of the Sort 90. 
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(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what is 
provided for the Sort 90 user. 
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1. Name - SDICA 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - May 5, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
fallowing: 
a. Matched words, which were derived in SDIB and used as 
input into SDIC, are copied onto a work tape. All the matched 
word records contain "+8888888888" as a selection number. 
b. Upon completion of the operation above all the last matched 
words of word clusters which were complete in composition and 
placed onto a tape in SDIC are copied onto a worktape following 
the matched words. Each of these records are assigned 
"+7777777777 11 selection number. 
c. From the worktape created from the operations above those 
records are edited and all matched words which are word clusters 
or part of word clusters with a +8888888888 selection number are 
deleted and the remaining records are placed back on the SDIB 
matched word file. 
d. Since many of the profile word matches were truncated, the 
matched words were truncated in accordance with the profile 
character count by an edit routine in this run. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 12 is the profile - document matched word input file 
which has the following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
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alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1; 2 rotating area input. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-___,~ 
6 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 45 !10 !1!1 6 
7. 0 CLU STE COUNT 
24 0 . 4 
28 2. 0 
30 1 0 . 0 
b. Tape XX is the last matched words of word clusters input 
file. The tape unit is the sorted output file of SDIC. This file 
has the following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1; 2 rotating area input. 
(2) Record Layout -
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Lobel Operation OPERAND 8 osi c Autocoder 
6 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 4!1 50 !I !I 6 
~-' 200 ' I 
.L-1.-L.....l- 00 1 6 
1 7 23 7 . 0 c 
2 4 ' 
~___J.__J_ 28 2.0 c 
30 1 0 . 0 
40,41 
42' 43@ 
44 45@ 3 
46 47@ 
4 8' 4 9@ 
50' 59@ 1 0 CH RS. 
c. Tape XX is the last matched words of word clusters and 
edited matched word output-input file. The tape unit is any 
available tape unit other than 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22 and the 
sorted output file of SDIC. This file has the following specifi-
cations and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 3 (output) and 1 (input); 2 rotating area input. 
(2) Record Layout -
-- ---
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder • 6 1!116 20 21 25 30 35 40 4!1 50 55 60 
M__,_ _, 200 
_l 
' 
I 
I 
00, 3 ,9,A, i 
40' 59 @ 
' ..1--1---L-
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d. Tape 12 is the edited last matched words of word clusters 
and matched word output file and has the following specifications 
and format: 
( l) Tape file definition: record length ::: 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor ::: 100; file form = l, 
file type = 3; 2 rotating area input. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 45 !10 !!!I 60 
~-' 200 I I ' 
00 3,9,A, 
..__!_L... i . 4 0 1 59,@ 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one (l) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one ( l) 750 l console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 4604 words 
c. Index words used - 18 
d. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
e. Special Modifications - none 
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1. Name - SDID 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - May 6, 1964 
4. Program Description - The ·program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Partial notifications which were derived in SDIC are sorted 
in algebraic, ascending sequence by user number, profile number 
and document number using the IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program Sort 90, #7070 -SM-077, Version 5. The 
pertinent information required for the control cards is as 
follows: 
( 1) Input Channel and Tapes - 220000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 234500 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 134500 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 468, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 001 
(9) Output Blocking - 001 
(10) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9989 
(11) Phase 2 Storage Limit- 9989 
(12) Phase 3 Storage Limit- 7699 
( 13) Control Data Field 1 Position - 014814 
( 14) Control Data Field 2 Position - 022420 
( 15) Total Control Data Digits - 034 
( 16) Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
b. Phase 3 of this Sort 90 is modified so that three additional 
tape files can be added. One file consists of profile names and 
addresses sorted in user number, profile number sequence. 
This file is merged with the selected partial notifications, which 
are in the same sequence, and users names and addresses are 
transferred to their respective notification. 
6 
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c. The second additional tape file is an output file for the 
completed notifications. Besides the addition of the users 1s 
numbers and profile numbers, this program assigns a sequential 
selection number, the initial number supplied by a control card, 
to the notification along with five response comments. The final 
notifications are in a deblocked form for printing. 
d. The third additional tape file is an output file and contains 
the author, title, source, user's name and address, notification 
selection number, user's number and profile number and docu-
ment number. This file is produced to finally become a printed 
listing [SDIEJ for the Ames Laboratory Library to use as a 
reference for obtaining documents if they are requested. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 22 is the partial notification input file which is sorted 
and modified and follows the format below: 
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----l~ 
15 II 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 !i!i 6 
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Lobrl 
6 
L...L~ 
Lobel 
6 
.L...l 
b. Tape 21 is the final notification output file which has the 
following specifications and format : 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 26 words alphameric ; 
blocking factor = 001, file form = 1; file type = 3; 3 rotating 
area output. 
(2) Record Layout -
Operation OPERAND 8 osi c Aufocode r .,I 
1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6~ 
~-" 3 I ' I 
00. 2,59 @ ' 
_l_ 
c. Tape 22 is the partial library notification output file which 
has the following specifications and format : 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 57 words alphameric ; 
blocking factor = 001; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
·--~ --· -
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
15 16 20 21 2!5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
Qb._!_L_l'~E I 
' 
11@~@ 
2. 5 P.OC U.1fEjNT N U.11B1E;.R, I 
6,@ .@ 
1 0 69 .AUTlJ,O.R, 
7 0@. @ 
7 5 94 USE,R .N.AME. 
' 
95@ ,@ 
105,164 T I _1' J:. ,E,. 
16 5@ .@ 
1 7 0 1 8 9 US.ER ,A,DP,R,E,S.S 
1,9,0,@ @. I 
1 9 2 z.~z.~zz.~ S E,L,E.C T I O]'J", NUMB~E;R, 
199@@ 
200,259 SOURC,E, 
260@ @ 
2 6 5 ~~~zz zz~ p~ OFI,L E u S~.R. ANPI ;P,RO,F, NO. 
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6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one (1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9936 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90) 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 9 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications 
( 1) The open and close rewind options were modified for the 
unsorted input and sorted output tape of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what is 
provided for the Sort 90 user. 
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1. Name - SDIE 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - May 7, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Edited matched words which were derived in SDICA are 
sorted in algebraic, ascending sequence by user number, profile 
number and document number using the IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 5. The 
pertinent information required for the control cards is as follows: 
( 1) Input Channel and Tapes - 120000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 145000 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 245000 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 006, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 100 
(9) Output Blocking - 100 
( 10) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9989 
( 11) Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9989 
(12) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 7499 
( 13) Control Data Field 1 Position - 001007 
( 14) Control Data Field 2 Position - 000010 
(15) Total Control Data Digits - 017 
(16) Collating Sequence -Algebraic, ascending 
b. Phase 3 of this Sort 90 is modified so that three additional 
tape files can be added. The first file consists of partial 
library notifications which were derived in SDID. This file is 
merged with the sorted edited matched words, both files are in 
user number, profile number and document number sequence. 
The selection number assigned to each unique user number, 
profile number, document number combination is transferred to 
Po. 
I 
6 
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each edited matched word record with the same combination. 
I 
Edited matched words which were not contained in notifications 
are assigned a +9999999999 selection number. The matched 
words are placed out on the second additional tape file. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output System, 
Version 12, Change· Level 4. J 
a. Tape 12 is the edited matched word input file derived in 
SDICA which is sorted and modified and follows the format 
below : 
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----1~ 
15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
1---'-....1...-J'--'--'--'_.._...L.....L--t~ -'-f-=1:.~..:0:..~-0::...._..L.......L.-L-L.....L....l..-L->-....L-J'--'--'--'_..__.__._._-~.-~_._..1........1_._...L.....L_.._.L-.J..-1-l-J.-L-L-..I..-....L-JY 
00 09 10.0 
a. 
ELECTIO 
b. Tape 22 is the partial library notification input file derived 
in SDID and has the following specifications and format: 
( l) Tape file definition: record length =57 words alphameric; 
blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout 
Line Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder -----1~ 
3 56 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
~· 1 
0 2 I 0 
382 • 0 
528 • 0 0. 
' ' -
542,,51619,@ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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c. Tape 13 is the final library notification output file and has 
the following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 19 words alphameric; 
blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 3; 3 rotating 
area output. 
(2) Record Layout -
Pg. Lin~ Lob~l Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
I 2 3 56 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
~-' 3, I ' I 
00 18 9@ 
_L 
d. Tape 23 is the current matched word output file and has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
·-- -- -·-- -------
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
~-' 100 ' I 
00 3,9,A, 
I 40 59@ I 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration -twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one (1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 8809 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90) 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 7 
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e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications 
(l) The open and close rewind options were modified for 
the unsorted input and sorted output tapes of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what is 
provided for the Sort 90 users. 
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1. Name - SDIF 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - May 7, 1964 
4. Program Description - This program sorts in algebraic, 
ascending sequence the current matched words derived in SDIE by 
truncated matched word spelling, character count, profile user and 
profile number, cluster word number and count, and selection 
number. In phase 3, two additional tape files have been added. The 
first file is the Matched Word Master input file which is merged with 
the sorted records of this sort and placed out on the second additional 
file which is the Updated Matched Word Master output file. All 
duplicate matched words unique to the same selection number are 
deleted. This program is a modified IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 5. The pertinent 
information required for the control cards is as follows: 
( 1) Input Channel and Tapes - 230000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 7 29 II, high 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 224500 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 124500 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 7 29 II, high 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 006, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 100 
(9) Output Blocking - 100 
( 10) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9989 
(11) Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9989 
( 12) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 7999 
(13) Control Data Field 1 Position - 004020 
( 14) Control Data Field 2 Position - 002802 
( 15) Control Data Field 3 Position - 001007 
( 16) Control Data Field 4 Position - 001707 
( 17) Control Data Field 5 Position - 003010 
( 18) Total Control Data Digits - 046 
( 19) Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
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a. Tape 23 is the current matched word file which is sorted 
and merged with the matched word master and follows the format: 
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----1~ 
1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 !10 55 6 
100 
' I 
0 0 0 9 
1 0 1 6 7 . 0 
1 7 7 . 0 
2 8 , 29A2. 0 
30 
40 
b. Tape 11 is the matched word master input file which has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 !15 6 
D 100 
-· 
00 09 
1 0 I 1 6 7 . 0 
1 7 23 7 . 0 
28 29 2 0 
30 39 1 . 0 
40 59 
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c. Tape 23 is the updated matched word master output file 
which has the following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form =1; 
file tape = 1. 
Lobel Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 I& 16 20 21 2& 30 3& 40 4& &0 && 60 
~..! 100 I ' 
0 0 , 3 9A 
40 59@ 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one ( 1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one ( 1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9675 words. 
c. Electric switches used - 2 (Sort 90). 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 4. 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special Modifications 
( 1) The open and close rewind options were modified for 
the unsorted input and sorted output tapes of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what 
is provided for the Sort 90 user. 
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1. Name - SDIO 
2. Author - R. R. Anderson 
3. Date- Aprilll, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. SDIO serves as a scheduler for all of the programs in the 
updating portion of the SDI system through the use of alteration 
switches. The different combinations of alteration switches 
and the programs they control are: 
( 1) 1 ON; SDIO 
(2) 3 ON; SDIR, SDIS 
(3) 4 ON; SDIT 1, SDIT2, SDIT3, SDIT4 
(4) 1 and 3 ON: SDIO, SDIR, SDIS 
(5) 2 and 3 ON; SDIP, SDIQ, SDIR, SDIS 
(6) 1, 2, and 3 ON; SDIO, SDIP, SDIQ, SDIR, SDIS 
b. The internal selection number carried by the matched word 
does not coincide with the appropriate selection number pre-
punched in the notification if one of the notification cards is 
ruined or skipped by the printer. This affects all the internal 
selection numbers that follow as well. When the pre-punched 
selection numbers of the ruined or skipped,notifications are fed 
into SDIO, the internal selection numbers are updated to coincide 
with the correct notifications. For each SDIO update run, it is 
necessary to include only the pre-punched selection numbers of 
the bad notifications from the last dis semination run. If no 
dissemination run takes place between two update runs, . 
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no selection number input cards are used for the second update 
run. If more than two hundred bad prepunched selection numbers 
are fed into SDIO, a message is typed and the update run is 
skipped. 
c. A table is derived from the prepunched selection numbers and 
corresponding responses for all the user notification responses 
fed into SDIO. This table is in prepunched selection number 
sequence. A matched word is brought in from the matched word 
file and a check is made on its selection number. If the selection 
number is +9999999999, no notification was sent out for the 
matched word, so the corresponding profile word receives a 
slow increment and the matched word is deleted from the matched 
word file. If the selection number is something other than 
+9999999999, it is updated, if necessary, and is compared to the 
prepunched selection numbers in the table of responses. In 
case no match is found in the table of responses, the matched 
word selection number is compared to the selection number cut-
off. If the selection number is less than or equal to the cut-of£ 
number, the corresponding profile word is decremented and the 
matched word is deleted. If the selection number is greater than 
the cut-of£ number, the matched word is put on the updated 
matched word file. When the selection number of a matched 
word does have a matching selection number in the table of 
responses, the corresponding profile word is incremented or 
decremented, depending on the type of response, and the matched 
word is deleted from the matched word file. 
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5. Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 11 is the matched word input which has the following 
format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
r-------"T"----r----------~=~-:--::::-------- ·----- -OPERAND Label Operation Basic Autocoder-~~ 
15 18 20 21 5 50 40 45 !!0 !!!! 
~-' 1 0 0 B 100 
1 0 1 6 7 . 0 
__L_! 1 7 23 7 . 0 
24 27 4. 0 I I 
2 8 '2 9 
30 39 1 . 0 
4 0 ' 59 
b. Tape 13 is the profile word input which has the following 
specifications and format : 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
---- -- ---·,.------,------------ =-----------------, OPERAND Lobel · Operation Basic Autocoder-~~ 
6 15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 !!0 !!!! 6 
~.! 1 0 0 
00 29 
00 1 9 T 
30 33 4.0 
34 35 2 . 0 
36,42A7.0 
43 46 4.0 
47 49 3 . 0 
I 
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c. A tape mark follows the profile word input on tape 13. The 
profile user list follows the tape mark on tape 13 and has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 9 words alpha-
meric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6o 
InA 100 I I 
' 
I 
8 9.@ ' I I I l_l__ 
d. Tape 14 is the POGO input tape, which has the following 
specifications and format for SDIO: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 16 words alpha-
me ric; blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lobel Operotion OPERAND Basic Au¥ocoder -----1~ 
15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
D ~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
00 
00 
04 
l 0 
l . 0 
l . 0 
1 . 0 
7 0 
7 . 0 
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e. Tape 20 is the updated profile word output file which has 
the following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
r--
Lab!l Op!rati on OPERAND Basic Auto cod! r 
I!! II 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 45 !10 !!!! 6 
~.: 100 
...L.....l-.1.. 00 29 
00 1 9 T 
\....L_j__ 30 33 4.0 
34 35 2 . 0 
36 42 7 . 0 
43 46 4.0 
47 49 3 . 0 
- ' 
f. A tape mark follows the updated profile word output on tape 
20. The profile user list is copied on tape 20 after the tape 
mark and has the following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 9 words alphameric; 
blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
I. Lab!l Op!rotion OPERAND Basic Autocod!r 15 II 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
I 
.Q.A___,_ : 100 
' 
1-..-L-L- ~ 8 9@ 
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g. Tape 21 is the updated matched word master output file 
which has the following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 6 words mixed 
alphameric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; file 
type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lab~l Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocod~r-___.~ 
1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
---
~-' 100 
1 0 7 . 0 
1 7 7 • 0 
24, 4. 0 
28 2. 0 
30 1 0 0 
40 
h. Tape 23 is the POGO list tape. which has the following 
specifications and format for SDIO: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 1 word numeric; 
blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
Lab~l Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocod~r 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
1 
0 3 09 7 . 0 NO. 
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6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve ( 12) 7 29 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9999 words, ten digits each; one ( 1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9524 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 0 
d. Index words used - 35 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
1. Name - SDIP 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - June 12, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
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a. Profile records to be added or deleted from the profile 
master file are scanned and transformed into profile word 
records. A translation matrix technique is used owing to the 
fact the 7070/4 is a word machine. It is assumed a profile 
word is defined as any character set separated by a comma. 
A single or multiple word cluster is defined as any group of 
words numbering from one to six followed by a left parenthesis. 
Every cluster must be followed by a left parenthesis, decimal, 
and a one to four decimal significance value. The significance 
value can precede a right parenthesis or a comma followed by 
a requested character count for that particular word followed 
by a right parenthesis. 
b. All word clusters are assigned a sequence number of four 
digits corresponding to the order in which the words and word 
clusters were keypunched. Single words are assigned a 
number but the number is not placed in a profile word record. 
Each word within a cluster is assigned a two digit sequence 
number corresponding to the order in which the cluster words 
were keypunched. All profile word records are assigned a user 
number and profile number which is obtained from a record 
preceding each group of Profile Word Input records. 
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c. Error detection routines have been incorporated to detect 
keypunching and user errors. Clusters cannot be continued from 
card to card and in the case of such an error the whole cluster 
is not converted into profile word records. The whole input 
record is placed into a print file along with the user number, 
profile number and error parameter number. Up to three blanks 
are allowed between parameters such as parenthesis, commas, 
etc. ; any violation of this rule results in the word or word 
cluster not being converted into profile words and the error 
listed as stated above. If any words or word clusters are 
missing required parameters, the word or word cluster is not 
converted into a profile word or words and the error is listed 
as stated above. 
d. Profiles which are to be deleted follow the procedure as 
stated above for ADD profiles except only the user number and 
profile number are required for input. A profile word record 
is created except the word itself in the record is left blank. 
e. All profile words are given a character count of the actual 
number of characters in the word unless (1) the word is less 
than five characters;then a character count of fifteen is 
assigned (2) the user specifies a character count; then this 
count takes precendence over the two cases above. 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control 
System, Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 14 is the profile input file which has the following 
specifications and format: 
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( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 16 words alpha-
me ric; blocking factor = l; file form = l; file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder ----i~ 
• 1516 2021 25 30 
35 40 45 50 55 6 
~~~~~~~~~~1~0~0~~-L~-L~~~~~~~~~~~~-L~-L~~~~~y 
0 0 2,9 
0.4 
2 . 0 
7 . 0 
43 7 . 0 
b. Tape 13 is the profile word output file which has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = l; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder----1~ 
• 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
Jd1JN. 
0 1 
8 1 
9 l 
94 100 .NO. 
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6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units ; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten digits each; one ( 1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one ( l) 7 501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 3898 words 
c. Digit switches used - 6 
d. Index words used - 23 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications - none 
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1. Name - SDIQ 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - March 31, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Profile records which were derived in SDIP are sorted in 
Algebraic, ascending sequence by profile word spelling, 
character count, profile user and profile number, and word 
number and count. In Phase 3, two additional tape files have 
been added. The first file is the profile word master input 
file which is merged with the sorted records of this sort and 
placed out on the second additional file which is the updated 
profile master output file. The user number and profile 
number of profile word records which contain blank word fields 
are saved in a table. If these user and profile numbers match 
corresponding fields in the Profile Master records, these 
records are deleted from the Updated Profile Master output 
file. This program is a modified IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 5. The 
pertinent information required for the control cards is as 
follows: 
( 1) Input Channel and Tapes - 130000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 7 29 II, high 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 112000 
(4) Channel Band Channel B Tape Units - 212000 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 7 29 II, high 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length 006, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 100 
(9) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9989 
6 
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( 10) Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9989 
( 11) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 9960 
(12) Control Data Field 1 Position - 000030 
(13) Control Data Field 2 Position - 003402 
( 14) Control Data Field 3 Position - 003607 
( 15) Control Data Field 4 Position - 004307 
( 16) Total Control Data - 046 
( 17) Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
5. Input and Output - [ IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control 
System, Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape 13 is the profile word input file which is sorted and 
merged with the profile word master file and follows the format 
below: 
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder----;.-! 
I& 16 20 21 2& 30 35 40 ~0 ~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~1~0~0~~-L~_L~~~~~~~~-L~-L~_L~_L~~~~~y 
0 0 2 
34 2 . 0 
36 7 . 0 
4 3 • 7 • 0 
b. Tape 20 is the profile word master input file which has the 
following specifications and format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder----;.-! 
6 I& 16 20 21 2& 30 35 40 45 50 5~ 
3 4 3 5 2 . 0 
3 6 4 2 7 . 0 
4 3 I 4 9 7. 0 
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c. Tape 13 is the updated profile word master output file which 
has the following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 5 words mixed 
alphameric, numeric; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
• 1516 20 21 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 6( 
llA..___._ -' 1 ' 
00 2,9,@ 
3 0 , 4 9,A, 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, .999 words, ten digits each; one ( 1) 
7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9960 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90) 
d. Index words used - 50 {Sort 90), 8 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications 
( 1) The open and close rewind options were modified for the 
unsorted input and sorted output tapes of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what is 
provided for the Sort 90 user. 
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l. Program - SDIR 
2. Author - C. H. Cameron 
3. Date -April 24, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. An input file created in SDIO or SDIQ contains Profile A 
records and Profile B records; these records are in Algebraic 
ascending sequence by spelling and user number respectively. 
A selection of Profile A and Profile B records is accomplished 
by a matching against a table [new profiles] of user numbers or 
a tape [requests for profile list] of user numbers. If the user 
numbers are on tape, they are stored in the table for the match-
ing process. 
( 1} Profile A records are profile words which have been 
sorted in word sequence, character count, user number and 
profile number sequence, and cluster word number and count. 
(2} Profile B records are profile user names and addresses 
which have been sorted in user number sequence. 
b. A sorted profile tape is created by this program whenever 
a match is found in the table of user numbers. The tape, 
Profile S records, is partially sorted by user numbers derived 
from this matching process. The table of profile user numbers 
are in algebraic ascending sequence. 
( 1} An example of the user number and profile number 
table record layout is as follows: 
Lob~l 
6 
99 
OPERAND I Op~rotion Basic Autocoder 
I& 16 20 21 2& 30 35 40 4& 50 55 
400 
' 
I 
0 0 , 04A5.0 
00 06 7 . 0 L-l ... .J _l - _j_ .....1 .l.._L.j 
5. Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control 
System, Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
a. Tape XX is the Profile A and B master input tape. The 
exact channel and tape unit number is determined by SDIO or 
SDIQ. If XX is 20 both Profile A and Profile B master are on 
the same tape, separated by a tape mark; a table of profile 
number will be created by this program. 
( 1) Tape file definition for Profile A: record length = 5 
alphameric words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-~~ 
1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
100 
0 0 I 2,9 
3 0 I 3 3 A4 . 0 
34 35 2.0 
36 40 5 .. 0 
3 6 I 4 2 7 0 
43 49 7 . 0 UNT 
100 
b. Tape XX for this option (XX is 20) contains the Profile B 
records. 
( 1) Tape file definition for Profile B master: record 
length = 9 alphameric words; blocking factor = 100; file 
form = 1; file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
- --- ----·-·---
Lobrl Oprrotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
.L I~ 16 20 21 2~ 30 35 40 .. ~ ~0 ~~ 60 
~-' l 0 0 I ' _j 
0 0' 09@ U SE,R, NUMB,E;R 
l 0' 49@ ,USE,R .NAME 
- · I L _-'---'-----l__.J.___J_.._ _ _._ 50' 8 9@. U SE,R, ,A,D D,R,E,S S 
c. Tape XX: if XX is ..!2._, Profile A and Profile B are on 
different tapes. Profile A is on tape-13 and Profile B is on 
tape-20. All Profile B records are written on tape-20 following 
the Profile A records (separated by a tape mark) before any 
attempt is made to select the desired profile words and users. 
The Profile B records located on tape-20 are considered the 
"old" Profile B records. Tape-20 is removed after the 11 old11 
Profile B records are written on tape-13. The program for 
this tape option expects a table of user numbers to be in memory 
from program SDIQ. 
( 1) Tape file definition for 11old11 Profile B: record length 
= 9 alphameric words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
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(2) Record Layout -
Lob~l 
--.,-------,--- - - ---·. 
Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocod~r-----1~ 
6 IS 16 20 21 2S 30 3S 40 4S so 55' 6 
~~~~~~~PD~-L ~~l~O~OLJ~~-L~~~~-L~~~LJ-L~~~LJ-L~-L~~~~~ 
0 0 0,9 
l 0 49@ 
50 8 9 @ 
·:~: d. Tape 13 contains the "new" Profile B record for this 
option (this program was entered by SDIQ). 
(l) Tape file definition for ''new" Profile B : record length 
= 9 alphameric words ; blocking factor = 100; file form = l; 
file type = 3. 
(2) · . Record Layout 
Lobel Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder-----1~ 
IS 16 20 21 25 30 3S 40 4S . so 55 6 
00 
l 0 
50 
(3) The file type of the "new" Profile B master is changed 
from one ( l) to three (3) at the completion of the tape write 
and when the "old" Profile B master has been removed. 
e. Tape 14 is the input tape which contains either the user 
numbers or user numbers and profile numbers. If tape-XX is 
tape-20, tape 14 will contain profile numbers. The selection 
process will match against specific profiles only. The selection 
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process will seek matches using the 7 -digit table. If tape-XX 
is tape -13, tape-14 will contain user numbers. The selection 
process will seek matches for all profiles using the 5-digit 
table. There should be user numbers stored in the table before 
input is read in from tape-14. If so, the new records from 
tape-14 will be stored following the last entry in the table. If 
there are no user numbers in the table all entries from tape-14 
will be stored at the top of the table. A binary search is used 
for the selection technique. 
(l) Tape file definition: record length = 16 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 1; 
areas used = 2 rotating area input. 
(2) Record Layout -
---·--·--
Lob~l Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder • 6 15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
DA 2 I 
' -
00 09,@ I us .E .RI NU MR F.R I 
1 0 1,3 .@ 
I 1 4 I 1,5 9 .@ 
f. Tape YY is the partially sorted output file, Profile S. YY 
is determined by the number of XX. If XX if 20, YY is l3 and 
vice versa. Tape YY will be used by program SDIS to create 
a listing of SDI user names and their profiles. 
(l) Tape file definition: record length = 15 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
. --- -
Lob~l Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
' 
15 II 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
DA 1 0 0 I 
' 
~.1.--L 00 1l4J 9.@ - I I I I I 
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6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration- twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9. 999 words. ten (10) digits each; 
one (1) 7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console 
card reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9799 words 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (SPOOL). 1 
d. Index words used - 19 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming System. ~" 
Autocoder. Version 12. Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications - none 
__ i 
·.·. :··.! 
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1. Program - SDIS 
2. Author - C. H. Cameron 
3. Date - April 26, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. An output tape was created by program SDIR to be used as 
input for this program. The input tape contains a partially 
sorted list of records, Profile S. These records are a combi-
nation of profile user words and user name and address records 
in user number and/or profile word sequence. Phase 3 of this 
program uses an additional output tape file to create a listing 
of profile user names and addresses, their profile words and 
the weighting factor associated with the profile words. This 
program is a modified Sort 90. This program is used in 
accordance with the provisions provided by the IBM 7070/7074 
Generalized Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 
5. The provisions required through use of control cards are as 
follows: 
(1) Input Channel and Tapes - 200000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 2 (729 II, high) 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 212000 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 112000 
(5) Output Tape Unit ' Type - 2 (729 II, high) 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 015, 7070 words 
(8) Input Blocking - 100 
(9) Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9959 
(10) Phase 2 Storage Limit- 9989 
( 11) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 7 501 
( 12) Control Data Field 1 Position - 003014 
(13) Control Data Field 2 Position - 005614 
(14) Control Data Field 3 Position - 000030 
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( 15) Total Control Data - 058 
( 16) Collating Sequence - 0, Algebraic, ascending 
5. Input and Output - [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control 
System, Version 12, Change, Level 4. ] 
a. Tape YY is the input tape, Profile S, for this program. 
Location 9960 is used to determine the exact number of YY. 
The format of Profile S: 
---------=c- -- ···-- ·----------------··-·· -- -
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-___,.., 
P'~-----~15~16~-~2~0~2~1-~2~5~--~30~--~3~5 ___ 4~0~---~4~5--~~~o- ~~ 
~-L~~-L~~,_~~~~4~4~~~~~4~·~0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-L~-~~~~~ 
52 2 0 
5 6 I 
70 
b. Tape 20 is the sorted output tape from this program. The 
records are sorted by user profile number, profile word spelling, 
character count, and cluster word number and count. 
( l) Tape file definition: record length = 16 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 10; file form= 1; file type = 4; 
areas used = 2 rotating area output. 
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(2) Record Layout for DLINEs used in output file -
---· - ------ --.-------r-- - - -·-·--------------::-------------, OPERAND Basic Autocoder---1~ Lobel 
45 ~0 ~~ 6 
(3) Record Layout for output file -
----
--Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 ~0 5~ 60 
lOA. 20 I 
' 
-.l.._.L_ 00 15 9@ 
.J .. . L .J.......J......L. 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten ( 10) digits each; one 
(1) 7150 console with typewriter; one (1) 7501 console card reader . 
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b. Total memory used - 9973 words. 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90). 2. 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90). 8. 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications -
(1) The rewind and close options were modified for the 
partially sorted input and sorted output tape of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exit routines 
which are provided in the Sort 90. In addition, the equates, 
the X-Reserves, the S-Reserves, and the origin control 
location (which are used for additional DTFs) have been 
included in accordance with the provisions of the Sort 90 
program. 
108 General Flow Diagram of the Directory Function 1 s Programs, SDIG through SDIJ (Phone Book is used in place of Directory 
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1. Name - SDIG 
2. Authors - C. H. Cameron, C. R. Sage 
3. Date -April 23, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
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a. The directory master file is either listed or updated with 
this program. Update entries can be in the form of ".A.DD''• 
"DELETE", or "REPLACE" type entries. These entries, in 
card image form, will be transformed into the proper format 
and replace, add, or delete corresponding entries on the direc-
tory master file. The key to matching replace or delete 
entries is the creation of a unique code, by the machine, 
derived from the users name. The first ten digits of the users 
last name, the first four digits of the user's middle name, and 
the user's middle initial constitute the unique code. A code is 
generated for add entries and these records are merged into 
the directory master file code - sequenced records. 
b. All fields which are "right-handed" in the directory print 
format are scanned and this program does the right adjustment. 
These "right-handed" fields are left adjusted in card image 
form to make coding and keypunching easier. 
c. Building numbers and buildings are edited together in the 
directory master file for sorting and left adjusted for printing. 
d. Alteration switch l ON will give a complete directory 
listing. 
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( l) Each Directory Masterfile record for print is checked 
for alphabetical sequence on the first character of the last 
name. A . letter is used as a separator to indicate 
each new change in the alphabetical name listing. These 
forty (40) DLINEs are used to print a page listing for the 
directory. Ten ( 10) DLINEs are used to provide two (2) 
columns of names, ten (10) DLINEs are used for two (2) 
columns of university addresses and phone numbers, ten 
(10) DLINEs are used for two (2) columns of home addresses 
and phone numbers, and ten (10) DLINEs are used to provide 
two columns of group leaders and titles. The DLINEs are 
used for both the directory listing and the list of inserts. 
(2) Record Layout of DLINE -
La btl Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder-~~ 
6 15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 6 8 0 2 
I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I 8,5,@@., I I I I 1 I I I • I I J 1 I I J _ j 1_ J . I I j ....L ...__._.......__.___,'----'-........_. 
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(3} A branch list is used to sequence the writing of all 
directory line entries. A different branch list using the 
same controls is used to insert the separators where 
they are needed. This branch list has a check to prevent 
a separator from appearing as the last entry in either 
column. The separator will, for this case, appear as the 
first entry in the next column or the next page. 
e. Alteration switches 1 and 2 OFF will give a list of insertions 
of names to be either inserted in the directory or a list of 
names to be deleted. This phase of the program keeps the 
directory updated without the need to make a completely new 
directory. Names entering this phase of the program need not 
be in alphabetical sequence because there are no provisions to 
make a list of changes in sequential order. There is, however, 
a branch list which is used to write each record in a manner 
which will give a complete page of twenty (20} name entries to 
added to or deleted from the directory. 
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{l) Record Layout of DLINEs -
-- -,....-------- - -· 
Lab~l Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1!1 16 20 21 2!1 30 3!1 40 4!1 50 55 60 
~E _1 ' I 
1.@@ 
6 40 ~l 
l 46 80 ,N;AME2 
8 5 @::.Ci), R .REC MA,R,K 
D~,I~J: 
6 40 ...R.Q_O...M._- B_JJ2Q_ l 
' 
I 
4.6 80 ..B,O__QM -,BLDG 2 
8 5,@@!\ 
lUI I NE 
6 40 .HOME;P.H,ONE -.A.DD.R 1 
46,80 ,H,OM,Ef H,Oj'I~ -Ap D,R. 2, 
8 5,@@R 
II¥.-, I NE 
6 40 T I TJ_ ._~---'i.B._Q_l.JJ::>J Lo..EAD__.ER 1 
46 80 TIT L_._§-~0~ L~E__B:.t2 
...J.___l___l_j_ 
.1 J - .L 8 5.@@1R I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
{2) Electronic switches are used to print out a message to 
indicate that a certain name should be dropped from the 
current directory listing. In the event of name changes, 
address changes, etc., the entry is dropped from the 
directory and an updated name entry is added. 
f. Alteration. switch 2 ON is used to provide a list of mailing 
labels. A binary matching-selection technique is used to 
provide mailing labels for any general or specific group of 
personnel listed in the directory. The user name code is used 
to select those persons for whom a mailing label is desired. 
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A user name code is matched against the user name code 
associated with each directory name entry; each match given 
will produce a label. 
( 1) Each name in the directory is in ascending algebraic 
sequence by last name, comma, first name and middle 
initial. The record is edited to produce a label which is in 
the form: first name, middle initial and last name. To 
edit the name records a translation matrix is used. 
(2) Record Layout of Label DLINE -
--
------
· -
Lob•l Op•rotion OPERAND Basic Autocodu 
6 15 16 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
IDLIN,E I 
' 
I 
l@ @ 
3 • 6 ,P,R, zy, I ;xI l 
1 7 4 1 NAME 1 
5 O@'@R 
' 
.~.c MARK 
: J:::lL I N ,E 
' 
3 37 ADDRE,S~ 
.L . .LJ _ .l I I . .1 _J_-l_ ~ 50~13.. 
g. Alteration switch 3 ON indicates that there will be a sort 
following this program. The next program will be SDIH. If 
alteration switch 3 is OFF there is no updating and this program 
will HALT at the END OF JOB. 
5. Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12. Change Level 4 .. ] 
a. Tape 11 is the update card input for the dh·ectory master 
file which has the following specifications and format: 
--
60 
6 
6 
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(l) Tape file definition: record length = 16 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = l; file form = l; file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
----~------~------------------·--------------- · ----OPERAND Lobel 
Lobel 
~-..L.J _ .t.. _j 
Operation Basic Autocoder-___,~ 
15 16 20 21 25 30 .:S5 40 45 50 55 
D 
.! 1 
00 6,9 
00 09 
1 0 39@ 
00 
00 
b. Tape 12 is the phonebook master input file which is to be 
updated which has the following specifications and format: 
(l) Tape file definition: record length = 34 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = l ; file form = l; file type = l. 
(2) Record Layout -
- · ·--------
Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
15 16 20 21 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 
~-: 1 
00 
1 0 
20 
60 
130 
200 
270 315@ 
' 
1 • I -' 
3 1 6 33 9@ 
6 
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c. Tape 21 is the updated directory master output file which 
has the following specifications and format: 
(l) Tape file definition: record length = 34 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = l; file form = l; file type = 3. 
----------
Lab~l Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 4!1 !10 !I !I 60 
~· 1 ' 
L.LJ _..__ 
.L...J l QIOI I 1313191@ I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-'- I I I l _l _ ...LJ __ 
d. Tape 22 is the complete dirEi!ctory listing output tape if 
Alteration l is ON. 
( l) Tape file definition: record length = 17 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 4; file form = 2; file type = 4; 
total areas used = 3 rotating area output. 
(2) Record Layout -
---- -------
Lab~l Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 35 40 4!1 !10 !I !I ~ 
~ · 1 2 I ' 
'- . ~tQ.__,J 116, 91@ I I I I I I I J?H.ON~~Q,_QK .I !STING 
e. Tape 22 is the output tape for the list of insertion used to 
indicate new names to be added to the directory and old names 
to be deleted from the directory. This is used if alteration 
switches l and 2 are OFF. 
(l) Tape file definition: record length = 17 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 4; file form = 2; file type = 4; 
total areas used; 3 rotating area output. 
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(2) Record Layout -
;---------- -· · ~ -
Labrl Oprration OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
tL-- 1!116 20 21 2!1 30 3!1 40 4!5 !10 55 60 
~-' 1 2 ' 
' ' ' ' ' 
L . J.... . .1 - J._-L_...J _ _J_ ololll 116191@, I I I I I I I 1~I 1S 1T 1 IQFI I IINISIES,ITII,OINI I I 
f. Tape 22 is the output tape for the list of mailing labels if 
alteration switch 2 is ON. 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 10 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 10; file form = 2; file type = 4; 
total areas used = 2 rotating area output. 
(2) Record Layout -
Labrl Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1!516 20 21 2!5 30 3!5 40 4!5 50 55 60 
~-' 20 ' 
' ' ' ' ' 
J •• .L.-L 00 9 9@...1_L 1 I I I I I I 1MAI 1L 1IN,G1 .L.AIB.EI!=, s, I I I I I I I I I I I 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten { 10) digits each; 
one (1) 7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console 
card reader. 
b. Total memory used - 6696 words. 
c. Electronic switches used - 7. 
d. Alteration switches used - 4. 
e. Digit switches used - 6. 
f. Index words used - 35. 
g. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming System 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
h. Special modifications - none. 
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1. Program - SDIH 
2. Author - C. H. Cameron 
3. Date - April 23, 1964 
4. Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. A directory master file tape created by program SDIG is . 
used as an input tape to this program. All entries in the 
directory masterfile tape are in name sequence, i.e. sorted 
in ascending algebraic sequence by name code. The output tape 
from SDIG which is used by this program for input is used in 
accordance with provisions of the IBM 7070/7074 Generalized 
Sorting Program, Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 5. The 
provisions necessary to utilize the Sort 90 are as follows: 
(l) Input Channel and Tapes - 210000 
(2) Input Tape Unit Type - 2 (729 II, high) 
(3) Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 234500 
(4) Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 134500 
(5) Output Tape Unit Type - 2 (7 29 II, high} 
(6) Record Form - 1 
(7) Input Record Length - 034, 7070 words. 
(8) Input Blocking Factor - 001 
(9) Output Blocking Factor - 001 
( 10) Phase I Area Indicator - l (Phase I will decide) 
(11) Phase I Storage Limit - 9989 
(12) Phase II Storage Limit - 9989 
(13) Phase 3 Storage Limit - 6745 
( 14) Control Data Field 1 Position - 014030 
(15) Control Data Field 2 Position - 013010 
(16) Control Data Field 3 Position - 002030 
( 17) Total Control Data Digits - 070 
(18) Collating Sequence - 0 (Algebraic, ascending) 
b. Phase 3 of the Sort 90 creates a table of previous and 
updated user numbers. It is assumed that each record has a 
previous user number upon entry into Phase 3 of this Sort 90; 
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however, in the event a record does not have a previous user 
number, the newly created user number will be sorted in the 
location reserved for the updated user number. An occurrence 
of this type will happen for the very first creation of updated 
user numbers. An example of the sequence numbers 1 record 
layout is as follows: 
-- --
LO~fl Opfrotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
~.! 1 I ' 
00 0 4,A, 5 . 0 UP,MT.~D U S,E,R NO. 
05 0 9,A, 5 . 0 PR.E.VIP,U S 'QS;E ,R, ;N,O • 
1 0 29999 I 
(1) In addition to being stored in a table, the user numbers 
are edited and written in the allotted space of each record 
utilized by this program. 
(2) Program SDII utilizes the table to reassign user 
numbers to the matched word records and profile word 
records. 
(3) The records received by this program are in name 
sequence and are sorted by building, room and name code 
sequence before the updated user number is assigned. Thus, 
it aids the mail room personnel in sending out what will 
later become notifications which will utilize the user 
numbers created at this juncture. 
5. Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. ] 
-· 
6o 
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a. Tape 21 is the directory master file input file tape. The 
records are in name code sequence. 
(1) Record Layout -
~ --------· OPERAND Basic Autocoder Label Operation 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
DA ..: 1 
00 09@ 5 . 0 
1 0 19@ 5 . 0 
___.__ 20 49@ 
I I I I _l _..J..._j__L__ . .1 . _..J..._ l __ j __ _t 50 339 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration- twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten ( 10) digits each; one 
(1) 7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9950 words. 
c. Electronic switches used - 2 (Sort 90). 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90), 4. 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications ·_ 
(1) The open and close rewind options were modified for the 
unsorted input and sorted output tape of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modification use the normal exits as provided 
in the Sort 90. All equates, X Reserve, S Reserve, and 
Origin controls as stated in Sort 90 program are used. 
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1. Name - SDII 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - April 27. 1964 
4 . Program Description - The program accomplishes the 
following: 
a. The Profile Word Master File and Matched Word Master 
File are updated to include new users. terminated users. 
address changes, etc. Each Profile Word record and Matched 
Word record contains a user number and profile number and in 
the event of the directory being updated the users' numbers 
will change. This program will make these changes in all 
affected Profile Word and Matched Word records. A table of 
old and new user and profile numbers is created in SDIH from 
the Directory Master File. This table is saved in memory for 
this program to refer to in updating the profile and matched 
word master files. 
b. The Profile Name and Address File is created from the 
updated Directory Master File and placed behind the Profile 
Word Master File as a second file. 
5. Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System 
Version 12, Change Level 4.] 
a. Tape XX is the dire ctory master input file in updated 
user and profile number sequence the output file of SDIH. The 
specific tape unit is determined by the number of directory 
master file records sorted in SDIH. This file has the following 
specifications and format: 
r 
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( 1} Tape file definition: record length = 34 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2} Record Layout -
r------- ,----,-- --------- --- --------=------=-OPERAND Label Operation Basic Autocoder-......;~ 
6 1516 2021 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
l 0 
50 
60 
l 3 0 
_. L .l...LI -'-.L-l--'--...L.L.. J. J I L 
b. Tape 11 is the matched word master input file which has 
the following specifications and format: 
( 1} Tape file definition: record length = 006 mixed alpha-
meric, numeric words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 1. 
(2} Record Layout -
---·· - · -----------
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 15 16 20 21 25 30 35 . 40 45 50 55 60 
D,A, 100 I 
l 0 14,1\5 0 P.R.OF.U .E US..ER. NUMBER 
1 5 J 3 9,A 
4101. '5, 9,@ I I I 
' 
I 
' 
I 
' ' ' 
I 
' ' ' 
I I I I I I I I I _J_ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
c. Tape 12 is the profile word master input file which has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1} Tape file definition: record length = 005 mixed 
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alphameric, numeric words; blocking factor = 100; file 
form = 1; file type = 1. 
(2) Record Layout -
~----· -- ~---· --·--- -
Lob~l Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocod~r 
~ 15 16 20 21 25 30 .i5 40 45 50 55 ~ 
DA 
..:. 100 I ' I 
00 29,@ 
3 0 ' 3 5,A, 
3 6 ' 4 O,A,5 . 0 P.RO £ U. E .US .E.R NUMBER 
..J 
--' - L......1._.L 4 l 4 9.A. 
d. Tape 21 is the updated match word master output file which 
has the following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 006 mixed alpha-
meric, numeric words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
----·- - -
.. 
... --
I Lob~l Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
~ 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 ~ 
QA, 
--' 
100 I . 
00 3 9,A, 
'-' 
J I 
' • ' ' • • 
'., I 
' 
4101,1~9.@ I I I • I I I I I 
' 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
e. Tape 22 is the updated profile word master output file which 
has the following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 006 mixed alpha-
meric, numeric words; blocking factor = 100; file form = 1; 
file type = 3. 
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(3) Record Layout -
-----
Label Operation OPERAND Basic Autocoder 
6 I~ 16 20 21 25 30 3~ 40 4~ 50 55 60 
OA. 
-" 
l 0 0 
' 
I 
00 29,@ 
3 0 J 4 9,A, I 
__l_j I . I 
' ---'---' 
_L_I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l ___j_ I L L 1 I I I I I 
f. Tape 22 contains a second file which is the user name and 
address output file which has the following specifications and 
format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length == 009 alphameric 
words; blocking factor == 100; file form == 1; file type == 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder-____,.,. 
2~ 30 3~ 40 45 50 55 
00 
l 0 
__ _l___j J I I I I I 1 
' I I '-- 50 
g. Tape YY is the updated phonebook master output file and is 
the same type unit as the :phonebook master input file but 
opposite channel. This file has the following specifications and 
format: 
( 1) Tape file definition: record length == 34 alphameric 
words; blocking factor == 1; file form == 1; file type == 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
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-· -- ----- ---·---- - -- - -- --
Label Operation OPERAND 8 osi c Aufocode r 
6 1516 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
~..! l ' 
00 4 9.@ 
50 I 59@ ,A,C T IV I ;r Y ,(iOD;E 
1 I I 
' 
I 
' 
I 
' ' 
I 
' 
6 10 1 I 1 31319 1@ I I I I I I~ I I I I I 
' 
I I I I l L_L_l___i__j__ 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12) 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten (10) digits each; one 
(1) 7150 console with typewriter; and one (1) 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9950 words. 
c. Electronic switches used - none. 
d. Index words used - 21. 
e. Language used - IBM 7070 Series Programming System 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications - none. 
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l. Name - SDIJ 
2. Author - C. R. Sage 
3. Date - April 27, 1964 
4. Program Description - The pregrarn accomplishes the 
following: 
a. Updated Directory Master File records which were derived 
in SDII are sorted in algebraic, ascending sequence by name 
code. This file when sorted is the final updated Directory 
Master File. The pertinent information using the IBM 7070/7074 
Generalized Sorting Program Sort 90, # 7070-SM-077, Version 
5 is as follows: 
( l) 
(2} 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( l 0) . 
( ll) 
( 12) 
( 13) 
( 14) 
( 15) 
Input Channel and Tapes - 210000 
Input Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
Channel A and Channel A Tape Units - 223450 
Channel B and Channel B Tape Units - 123450 
Output Tape Unit Type - 729 II, high 
Record Form - 1 
Input Record Length - 034, 7070 words 
Input Blocking - 00 l 
Output Blocking - 00 1 
Phase 1 Storage Limit - 9975 
Phase 2 Storage Limit - 9350 
Phase 3 Storage Limit - 9350 
Control Data Field 1 Position - 002030 
Total Control Data Digits - 030 
Collating Sequence - Algebraic, ascending 
b. Phase 3 of this Sort 90 is modified to include an additional 
tape file. The users name, address, updated user number, 
previous user number and activity code (if he has or has not 
an active profile) are placed into a print file with headers, etc. 
This listing is for referencing users and their corresponding 
user numbers. 
5. 
6 
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Input and Output [IBM 7070 Series Input/Output Control System, 
Version 12, Change Level 4. J 
a. Tape YY is the update directory master input file created 
in SDII which is sorted and follows the format below: 
Op~ration OPERAND Basic Autocod~r----..~ 
1516 2021 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
~~~~~~~~~-~1~~~-L~~~~~~~~~J_~J_LLJ_~~~J-~~-L~ 
00 
1 0 I 
50 
6 0 I 
l 3 0 I 
1 I I I I I I I I I o L 
b. Tape ZZ is the sorted Directory Master File output tape, 
the unit determined by the Sort 90, and has the record format: 
----- ·---
Lob~l Op~rotion OPERAND Basic Autocod~r 
6 15 II 20 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
DA 1 I 
' 
1 . 
' 
1 
' ' ' ' 
1 . 
' 
I I 01 01 I ,3,3,9.@_ __1 . 1 
c. Tape 10 is the user's reference output file which has the 
following specifications and format: 
(1) Tape file definition: record length = 16 alphameric 
words; blocking factor = 1; file form = 1; file type = 3. 
(2) Record Layout -
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~ Lab;, - Operation OPERAND B osi c Autocoder 
l!l16 20 21 2!l 30 3!l 40 4!l !lO !l!l 60 
~B I ' 
l.@J @. 
6 25 USEF. .~ME 
26@ .@ 1 
2 9 1 4 8 US.EF., ,.A,DP.R.rE_.S1S 
49@ @. 
5 l.XXXXX P.R.E,v r.o.u s US ER .N,UMBER 
56@ @ 
6 s.xxxxx UP,.IlAT,ED US,ER NUMBER 
70@ 
.rm 
7 5 7 9 ,.A,C T I V I T Y .r.nn.F.. 
_..L_ .l _ _j I L ....J.... 80~ J~ . _j _ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J_ _ .J 
6. Main Frame Requirements 
a. Machine configuration - twelve (12} 729 magnetic tape units; 
magnetic core storage of 9, 999 words, ten ( 10} digits each; one 
(1} 7150 console with typewriter; and one (1} 7501 console card 
reader. 
b. Total memory used - 9809 words. 
c. Electronic switches - 2 (Sort 90}. 
d. Index words used - 50 (Sort 90}, 4. 
e. Language used :- IBM 7070 Series Programming Systems 
Autocoder, Version 12, Change Level 4. 
f. Special modifications 
(1} The rewind open option was modified for the unsorted 
input tape of the Sort 90. 
(2) Phase 3 modifications use the normal exits provided in 
the Sort 90. Equates, etc. were in accordance with what is 
provided for the Sort 90 users. 
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